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Town Meeting Warrant
Zi^t Commonluealti) of iWagsacijugetts
Essex as. To either of the Constables of the Town of Middleton, in the County of Essex :
GREETING
:
In the name of The Commonwealth of Massachusetts, you are hereby directed to notify and warn the in-
habitants of said Town, qualified to vote in elections and in Town affairs, to meet at the Town Hall in said
Town on Tuesday, the tenth day of March next, at eight o'clock in the evening, then and there to act on
the following articles:
ARTICLE 1 . To authorize the Selectmen to appoint such other Town Officers as are required to be chosen annually.
ARTICLE 2. To see what action the Town will take to defray the Town expenses for the ensuing year.
ARTICLE 3. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Town Treasurer, with the approval of the Selectmen,
to borrow money from time to time in anticipation of the revenue of the financial year beginning January 1,
1942, and to issue a note or notes therefor, payable within one year, and to renew any note or notes as may
be given for a period of leas than one year in accordance with Section 17, Chapter 44, General Laws.
ARTICLE 4. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Electric Light Department to use the earninga of
the department for the ensuing year, agreeable to the petition of the Electric Light Commissioners.
ARTICLE 5. To see if the refund of the dog taxes shall be transferred to the Library Fund.
ARTICLE 6. To see what action the Town will take in regard to the letting of the Town Hall.
ARTICLE 7. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $4,500.00 for the mainte-
nance of Chapter 81—Roads; said money to be used in conjunction with any money which may be allotted by
Federal, State or County, or all, for this purpose.
ARTICLE 8. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $1,500.00 for the maintenance
of Chapter 90—Roads, the same to be expended in conjunction with the State allotment.
ARTICLE 9. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the expenditure of $2,500.00 from the Road Machinery
Fund to maintain equipment.
ARTICLE 10. To see it the Town will vote to accept the sum of $1,500.00 from the earnings of the Electric
Light Department.
ARTICLE 11. To see if the Town will vote to pay the Highway Surveyor at an hourly rate, said rate to be
fixed by the State, and his total yearly salary not to exceed $1,500.00.
ARTICLE 12. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Board of Assessors to use such free cash in the
Treasury as they, in their best judgment, feel is warranted, and is approved by the Commissioner of Corpor-
ations and Taxation, for the purpose of reducing the tax rate.
ARTICLE 13. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $1,500.00 to purchase material
for W. P. A. or other Federal Relief Projects, to be spent under the supervision of the Board of Selectmen,
on or before July 1, 1942.
ARTICLE 14. To see what action the Town wishes to take in regard to the acceptance of Section llA, Chapter
85 of the General Laws, relative to the registration and operation of certain bicycles.
ARTICLE 15. On petition of the Finance Committee to see what action the Town wishes to take in regard to
amending the present Town By-Law concerning the number of voters required to constitute a quorum at a
Town Meeting, and if any change be voted, lo authorize the Town Clerk to submit same to Attorney-General
for approval.
ARTICLE 16. On the petition of Mrs. Helen Sillars and twenty seven others, to see if the Town will vote to em-
ploy a qualified Public Health nurse, and to raise and appropriate the sum of $1,800.00 for the mainten-
ance of the same.
ARTICLE 17. To see if the Town will vote to accept the provisions of Section 69, Chapter 152 of the Gen-
eral Laws, Tercentenary Edition, as amended by Chapter 435 of the Acts of 1939, providing for the payment
of Workmen's Compensation to injured employees of the Town.
ARTICLE 18. To see if the Town will grant a pay increase of ten percent to the Tree Warden, Moth Super-
intendent, Superintendent of Burials, Chief of Police, and Highway Surveyor, and will vote to pay the labor-
ers of the above departments sixty cents an hour. It is understood that all increases are to be met within
the present appropriations.
You are hereby ordered to notify and warn said qualified voters to meet at the adjourned meeting at the
Town Hall, on Monday, March 16 next for the following purposes, viz : To choose by ballot the following Town
OflScers for the ensuing year :
Moderator, Town Clerk, Treasurer, three Selectmen, one member of the Board of Public Welfare for three years,
one Assessor for one year, one member of the School Committee for three years, Highway Surveyor, Tax Collector,
Tree Warden, Constable, Superintendent of Burials, one Electric Light Commissioner for three years, two Trustees
of the Flint Public Library for three years, one Cemetery Commissioner for three years. Custodian of the Town
Hall.
The polls will be open at 5 :45 A. M. and may be closed at 5 :00 P. M.
And you are directed to serve this Warrant, by posting up attested copies thereof at Town Hall, Post Office,
and Store at Howe Station, in said Town, seven days at least before the time of holding said meeting.
HEREOF FAIL NOT, and make due return of this Warrant, with your doings thereon, to the Town Clerk,
at the time and place of meeting, as aforesaid.
Given under our hands this tenth day of February in the year of our Lord one thousand nine hundred
and forty-two.
SEAVER L. MACDONALD,
HAROLD C. MITCHELL,
FRED L. CURRIER,
Selectmen of Middleton.
A true copy.
Attest : WALTER H. MILBERY, Constable.


HAROLD W. PORTER
Electric Light Department, 1930-1941
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6 TOWN OFFICERS
Town Officers
Moderator
George B. Ogden Term expires March, 1942
Town Clerk
J. Warren Osborne Term expires March, 1942
Treasurer
George E. Gifford Term expires March, 1942
Selectmen
Seaver L. Macdonald, Chairman Term expires March, 1942
Harold G. Mitchell, Clerk Term expires March, 1942
Fred Currier Term expires March, 1942
Board of Public Welfare
Richard Floyd, Chairman Term expires March, 1943
Austin C. Peabody, Clerk Term expires March, 1944
Jessie M. Colbert Term expires March, 1942
Board of Health
Seaver L. Macdonald Term expires March, 1942
Fred L. Currier Term expires March, 1942
Harold C. Mitchell Term expires March, 1942
Board of Assessors
Archibald L. Jones, Chairman Term expires March, 1942
Paul B. Wake, Clerk Term expires March, 1943
Fred L. Currier Term expires March, 1944
School Committee
Raymond W. Silvernail, Chairman Term expires March, 1942
Seaver L. Macdonald Term expires March, 1943
Mrs. Alice K. Cass, Clerk Term expires March, 1944
Highway Surveyor
Benj. F. Ogden Term expires March, 1942
Harold E. Tyler
Tax Collector
Term expires March, 1942
TOWN OFFICERS 7
Tree Warden
Albert A. Sheldon Term expires March, 1942
Moth Superintendent
Albert Sheldon Term expires January, 1942
Constable
Walter H. Milbury Term expires March, 1942
Chief of Police
Walter H. Milbury Term expires May, 1942
Superintendent of Burial
Richard N. Maxwell Term expires March, 1942
Inspector of Animals
H. Bray Wilkins Term expires May, 1942
Inspector of Slaughtering
H. Bray Wilkins Term expires May, 1942
Town Accountant
Elmer 0. Campbell Term expires May, 1942
Forest Fire Warden
Benjamin F. Ogden Term expires January, 1942
Chief of Fire Department
Benjamin F. Ogden Term expires May, 1942
Sealer of Weights and Measures
Louis V. Moreau Term expires May, 1942
Flectric Light Commissioners
Richard B. Floyd, Chairman Term expires March, 1942
Charles Bates, Clerk Term expires March, 1944
A. L. Jones Term expires March, 1943
Fleotric Ught Manager
A. B. Harrington Term expires May, 1942
8 TOWN OFFICERS
Trustees
George E. Barnaby
Austin C. Peabody
Henry A. Young
William H. Sanborn
Harley M. Tyler
J. Warren Osborne
Flint Public Library
Term expires March, 1944
Term expires March, 1944
Term expires March, 1942
Term expires March, 1942
Term expires March, 1943
Term expires March, 1943
Cemetery Commissioners
George E. Barnaby, Chairman Term expires March, 1943
Austin C. Peabody, Clerk Term expires March, 1942
Thomas Bott Term expires March, 1944
Finance Committee
H. M. Richardson, Chairman Term expires March, 1943
Oscar Bell Term expires March, 1942
Walter Paine Term expires March, 1942
W. W. Richardson Term expires March, 1942
Frederick E. Burnham Term expires March, 1943
Registrars of Voters
Edward Coffin Term expires March, 1942
Charles Pasquale Term expires March, 1944
Walter 0. Parker Term expires March, 1943
Town Counsel
William H. McSweeney Term expires April, 1942
TRUSTEES
R. F. Emerson Fund
Naumkeag Trust Company, Salem, Massachusetts
Roger F. Clapp George E. Barnaby
William H. Sanborn Harley M. Tyler
Mansfield Fund
Old Colony Trust Company, Boston, Mass.
David Cnmmings Fund
Board of Public Welfare
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GENERAL GOVERNMENT 13
ANNUAL
RECEIPTS AND
Year Ending
REPORT
EXPENDITURES
Dec. 31, 1941
RECEIPTS
GENERAL REVENUE
TAXES
:
Current Year:
Property $ 46,374 54
Poll 1,040 00
Previous Year:
Property 17,689 71
Poll 138 00
Tax title redemptions 1,485 81
From the State:
Corporation 4,577 99
Income 6,912 74
Soldiers' exemption 50 40
LICENSES AND PERMITS:
Liquor $1,775 00
All others 116 00
FINES
:
District Court 401 88
GRANTS AND GIFTS
:
From Federal Government:
For expenses $11,466 12
$78,269 19
$1,891 00
$401 88
$11,466 12
14 GENERAL GOVERNMENT
From State for Education:
Support of Public^:School8 $ 917 62
Aid to Industrial Schools 360 76
High School Tuition 3,071 28
High School Transportation 1,471 49
Union superintendency 223 09
From State for Other Purposes:
Highway Chapter 81 4,228 48
Inspector of Animals 87 50
From County:
Dog licenses $386 42
All Other General Revenue:
Cancelled checks $3 25
PRIVILEGES
:
Motor Vehicle Excise Tax $4,733 89
$22,212 76
$3 25
$4,733 89
DEPARTMENTAL
GENERAL GOVERNMENT
EXECUTIVE
:
Selectmen $ 16 00
FINANCIAL
:
Treasurer 34 00
Collector 149 85
MUNICIPAL BUILDING
:
Town Hall 438 80
PROTECTION .,aF l^SONS AND PROPERTY
:
Police $20 75
Moth ^ 93 00
Sealing of Weights and Measures 65 74
$638 16
$169 49
GENERAL GOVERNMENT 15
HEALTH AND SANITATION
:
Tuberculosis $385 00
Vaccine refunds 107 00
HIGHWAY
:
General $3,931 98
State maintenance 593 96
" construction 3,231 58
Chapter 420 Gas tax 4,524 25
CHARITIES
:
Reimbursements for Relief:
From individuals $ 5 00
From other Cities and Towns 930 53
From State 4,322 42
Reimbursements for Aid Dependent Children:
From State 83 95
Reimbursements for Old Age Assistance:
From other Cities and Towni 528 41
From State 1,918 28
UNCLASSIFIED
:
Sale of land $115 00
PUBLIC SERVICE ENTERPRISES :
Electric Light Department:
Sale of power $38,163 95
Miscellaneous 2,219 23
Public Scales 70 50
CEMETERIES
:
Sale of lots and graves $125 00
Care " " " 425 60
** " endowed lots 255 65
$492 00
$9,050 19
$14,788 59
$115 00
$40,453 68
$806 15
16 GENERAL GOVERNMENT
INTEREST
:
On deferred taxes $634 11
" excisejtaxes 17 20
On Public Trust Funds:
Mansfield Fund 730 00
Cummings Fund 372 95
Library 612 GO
MUNICIPAL INDEBTEDNESS
:
Anticipation revenue loans $50,000 00
AGENCY
:
Dog taxes $554 00
Perpetual car© fundi 820 00
$1,714 95
$50,000 00
$11,374 00
EXPENDITURES
DEPARTMENTAL
TOWN OFFICERS' SALARIES:
Appropriation $3,370 00
EXPENDITURES
Selectmen:
Seaver L. Macdonald $193 75
Fred L. Currier 162 50
Harold C. Mitchell 131 25
A. L. Jones 37 50
Assessors:
Fred L. Currier $233 33
A. L. Jones 184 74
Paul B. Wake 184 73
Wm. T. Martin, Sr. 48 60
Lyman S. Wilkins 48 60
$525 00
700 00
GENERAL GOVERNMENT 17
Registrars:
Edward Coffin
Walter Parker
$17 50
17 50
17 50
17 50
Charles Pasquale
J. W. Osborne
Moderator:
George B. Ogden
Town Clerk:
J. W. Osborne
Town Treasurer:
George E. Gifford
Town Accountant:
Elmer 0. Campbell
Tax Collector:
Harold E. Tyler
Town Counsel:
Wm. H. McSweeney
Electric Light Commissioners:
Charles Bates 50 00
Richard B. Floyd 50 00
A. L. Jones 50 00
70 00
25 00
200 00
500 00
500 00
400 00
300 00
150 00
Total expenditures
TOWN OFFICERS' EXPENSES:
Appropriation
Transferred from health
$1,200 00
200 00
55 00
25 00
reserve
Refund
$1,480 00
18 GENERAL GOVERNMENT
EXPENDITURES
Selectmen:
Supplies and printing 80 83
Postage 16 90
Transportation 26 91
Counsel and hearings 218 80
Selectmens' Association, duei 6 00
Town Treasurer:
Supplies 89 70
Postage 79 43
Certifying notes 4 00
Safe deposit box IB 00
Office equipment 28 55
Tax title deeds 88 00
Assessors:
Supplies and postage 231 43
Abstracts 39 75
Counsel 60 00
Office equipment 70 50
Dues 5 00
Tax Collector:
Supplies and printing 126 61
Postage 92 29
Tax sale expense 66 30
Office equipment 20 00
Mileage and expenses 15 29
Petty cash 25 00
Town Accountant:
Supplies and printing 69 55
Postage 8 85
Town Clerk:
Supplies and printing 28 48
Postage 24 00
348 94
204
406 68
345 49
78 40
GENERAL GOVERNMENT 19
Sealer of Weights and Measures:
Supplies 17 75 17 75
Finance Committee:
Printing 3 50 3 50
Zoning Committee:
Clerk 9 00 9 00
Total expenditures $1,466 98
Transferred to revenue 13 02
$1,480 00
Tax Title Expense:
Appropriation $500 00
Land Court refunds 17 75
EXPENDITURES
Land Court 286 00
Registry of Deeds 27 80
Counsel fees 69 00
Insurance 54 58
TOWN HALL:
Appropriation, maintenance $600 00
Transferred from reserve 122 07
Appropriation, salary 500 00
$517 75
Total expenditures 437 38
Transferred to revenue 80 37
$517 75
$1,222 07
EXPENDITURES
A. A. Sheldon, janitor 145 83
S. S. Pike, janitor 354 17
Fuel and light 303 22
Water and telephone 74 98
Repairs 286 82
Supplies 57 05
Total expenditures $1,222 07
20 PROTECTION OF PROPERTY
PROTECTION OF PERSONS AND
PROPERTY
POLICE DEPARTMENT:
Appropriation $1,000 00
Transferred from welfare 500 00
$1,500 00
EXPENDITURES
Labor $857 10
Automobile repairs, gas, oil 496 28
Equipment 39 20
Supplies 107 32
Total expenditures $1,499 90
Transferred to revenue 10
$1,500 00
POLICE CAR:
Appropriation $700 00
Refund U. S. tax 20 76
$720 75
EXPENDITURES
Stahlers' garage $697 00
Advertisement 3 00
Equipment 11 00
Total expenditures $711 00
Transferred to revenue 9 75
$720 75
CIVILIAN DEFENSE:
Transferred from reserve fund $100 00
EXPENDITURES
Labor $34 10
Equipment 10 00
Supplies 5 59
Fuel 400
Total expenditures $53 69
Balance carried forward 46 31
$100 00
PROTECTION OF PROPERTY 21
rlKJcj Uiiir AKilVlrjJN i :
Appropriation $2,000 00
Transferred from Welfare 400 00
" " reserve fund 49 00
Refund 1 60
EXPENDITURES
balary, Wm. ti. loung, cniei CP nr AA$ Zo 00
Benj. Ogden, chief 133 32
E. P. Morrill, deputy chief 29 16
L. V. Moreau, " 29 16
Salaries, firemen 100 00
Labor 684 65
Equipment and repairs 569 70
" forest fires 217 13
Gasoline and oil 59 62
Building maintenance 89 56
Fuel and light 73 98
Office supplies, telephone 77 70
Lunches 18 50
Medical services 343 12
$2,450 60
Total expenditures $2,450 60
SEALER OF WEIGHTS AND MEASURES
Appropriation
EXPENDITURES
William H. Young, salary
Louis V. Moreau, salary
$25 00
75 00
$100 00
$100 00
TREE WARDEN
:
Appropriation
Labor
Truck
Supplies
Tires
EXPENDITURES
Total expenditures
$545 75
146 75
132 50
75 00
$900 00
$900 00
22 PROTECTION OF PERSONS AND PROERTY
MOTH DEPARTMENT:
Appropriation $873 45
EXPENDITURES
Labor $604 45
Truck 163 50
Supplies and repairs 205 28
Total expenditures $873 23
Transferred to revenue 22
$873 45
MOTH, PRIVATE WORK
:
Appropriation $300 GO
EXPENDITURES
Labor $ 95 00
Truck 58 26
Supplies and repairs 146 98
Total expenditures $299 23
Transferred to revenue 77
$300 00
HEALTH AND SANITATION 23
HEALTH AND SANITATION
HEALTH DEPARTMENT:
Appropriation $1,200 00
Transferred from A. D. C. 250 00
$1,450 00
EXPENDITURES
Essex Sanatorium, care of patients $771 00
Labor on dumps 63 00
Dog cases—officers and expenses 148 00
W. A. Giles, agent 30 00
Lillian B. Goodrich, agent 20 00
Recording vital statistics 146 00
Contagious diseases case 1 00
Total expenditures $1,179 00
Transferred to town officers' expenses 200 00
Transferred to revenue 71 00
$1,450 00
ESSEX SANATORIUM ASSESSMENT:
Appropriation $941 48
EXPENDITURES
County treasurer $941 48
DENTAL CLINIC
:
Appropriation $400 00
Transferred from school 200 00
$600 00
Dr. W. J. S. McNally $588 00
Total expenditures $588 00
Transferred to revenue 12 00
$600 00
INSPECTOR OF SLAUGHTERING—SALARY :
Appropriation $50 00
EXPENDITURES
H. Bray Wilkins $50 00
CATTLE INSPECTOR SALARY
:
Appropriation $175 00
EXPENDITURES
H. Bray Wilkins $175 00
24. HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT
HIGHWAYS
HIGHWAY
:
Appropriation $1,500 00
Transferred from welfare 100 00
Insurance refund 30 50
$1,630 50
EXPENDITURES
Labor 777 87
Truck 5 00
Supplies 815 55
Total expenditures $1,598 42
Transferred to revenue 32 C8
$1,630 50
HIGHWAYS—CHAPTER 81 MAINTENANCE:
Appropriation $4,500 00
Received from State 4,500 00
$9,000 00
EXPENDITURES
Labor $3,886 11
Truck hire 400 00
Shovel and roller hire 257 50
Sand, stone and gravel 191 97
Supplies 1,135 20
Asphalt 1,875 94
Transferred to road machinery fund 1,252 35
Total expenditures $8,999 07
Transferred to revenue 93
$9,000 00
HIGHWAYS, CHAPTER 90 -MAINTENANCE :
Appropriation $1,500 00
Received from State 750 00
~ $2,250 00
HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT 25
EXPENDITURES
Labor $162 45
Truck hire 192 62
Roller hire 90 00
Sand, stone and gravel 606 55
Supplies 166 80
Asphalt 540 71
Transferred to road machinery fund 22 75
Total expenditures 1,781 88
Balance carried forward 468 12
$2,250 00
SNOW:
Appropriation $3,500 00
Transfer from welfare 700 00
**
" reserve 19 93
EXPENDITURES
Labor $1,721 40
Truck hire 1,014 96
Sand 93 92
Supplies 326 91
Transferred to road machinery fund 1,062 76
$8,000 00
HIGHWAYS, CHAPTER 90—CONSTRUCTION :
(Essex Street)
Appropriation $2,000 00
State allotment 4,000 00
County " 2,000 00
EXPENDITURES
Labor $1,678 20
Truck hire 1,669 20
Shovel hire 1,210 45
Gravel 156 10
Supplies 188 83
Petition 21 65
Transfer to road machinery fund 511 50
Total expenditures $5,435 93
Balance carried forward 2,564 07
$8,000 00
$4,219 93
$4,219 93
26 HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT
ROAD MACHINERY FUND
:
Balance January 1, 1941 $3,779 42
Transferred from highway department 2,845 85
$6,625 27
EXPENDITURES
Gasoline and oil $ 966 62
Repairs and parts 2,025 IB
Supplies 100 06
Storage 144 00
Insurance and registration 14 00
Total expenditures $3,249 83
Balance carried forward 3,375 44
$6,625 27
STREET LIGHTING
:
Appropriation $3,000 00
EXPENDITURES
Middleton Electric Light Department $3,000 00
CHARITIES ACCOUNT 27
CHARITIES
PUBLIC WELFARE SALARIES
:
Appropriation $250 00
EXPENDITURES
A. C. Peabody, clerk 100 00
R. B. Floyd 75 00
J. M. Colbert 75 00
Total expenditutes $250 00
PUBLIC WELFARE:
Appropriation $8,500 00
Transferred from A. D. C. 200 00
Refund
.
5 00
$8,705 00
EXPENDITURES
General Expenses:
Transportation—investigation 22 38
Supplies, postage, telephone 89 22
$111 60
Cash paynaents 2,486 25
Groceries, clothing, rent etc. 2,394 22
Medical aid 1,008 44
Other towns 809 12
Miscellaneous expenses 52 50
6,750 53
Total expenditures 6,862 13
Transferred to other departments 1,800 00
Transferred to revenue 42 87
$8,705 00
28 CHARITIES' ACCOUNT
AID DEPENDENT CHILDREN:
Appropriation $1,600 GO
Federal grant 133 95
$1,733 95
EXPENDITURES
Cash payments $636 14 636 14
Transferred to other department 950 00
Transferred to revenue 147 81
$1,733 95
OLD AGE ASSISTANCE
:
Appropriation $11,800 00
Transferred from A- D. C. 500 00
Refunds 25 84
Federal grant 10,966 17
$23,292 01
EXPENDITURES
Cash payments $22,901 29
Other towns 186 09
Totai expenditures $23,087 38
Trnansferred to revenue 204 63
$23,292 01
OLD AGE ASSISTANCE—ADMINISTRATION :
Appropriation $500 00
EXPENDITURES
A. C. Peabody, agent $208 00
J. M. Colbert, visiting 57 82
Wm. H. McSweeney, counsel 25 00
Office supplies and equipment 173 40
Total expenditures 464 22
Transferred to revenue 35 78
$500 00
CHARITIES' ACCOUNT 29
SURPLUS COMMODITIES
:
Appropriation $550 00
EXPENDITURES
Trucking 186 00
Distribution 102 00
Supplies 29 51
Commissary charges 192 77
Total expenditures 510 28
Transferred to revenue 39 72
$550 00
30 SOLDIERS' BENEFITS
SOLDIERS' BENEFITS
STATE AID
:
Appropriation $100 00
Transferred from reserve fund 20 00
EXPENDITURES
On order $20 00
Transferred to Soldiers' relief 100 00
$120 00
$120 00
SOLDIERS' RELIEF:
Appropriation $1,000 00
Transferred from State Aid 100 00
" Soldiers' relief 100 00
** Welfare 100 00
EXPENDITURES
On order 1,131 80
Transferred to revenue 168 20
$1,300 GO
$1,300 00
MEMORIAL DAY
:
Appropriation $250 00
EXPENDITURES
Band 110 00
Flowers, wreaths, flags 47 00
Speaker and music 41 00
Refreshments, school children 41 61
Printing 70?
Total expenditures $246 61
Transferred to revenue 3 39
$260 00
AMERICAN LEGION:
Appropriation $1^0 00
EXPENDITURES
Transferred to soldiers' relief 100 00
<< << revenue 60 00
$150 00
SCHOOL DEPARTMENT 81
SCHOOLS
$31,001 85
$12,974 86
Appropriation $30,000 00
Refund 1 36
EXPENDITURES
Salaries:
Teachers and supervisors $12,519 86
Nurse 360 00
Physician 70 00
Attendance officer 25 00
General Expenses:
Salary—superintendent $351 00
Salary—clerk 75 00
Expenses—superintendent 101 88
Expenses—office 137 45
Books and supplies $1,911 32
Tuition 7,262 14
Transportation 4,003 32
Janitor service 1,299 90
Building and grounds maintenance 385 38
Fuel and light 594 62
Miscellaneous 43 06
$15,499 74
Total expenditures 29,139 93
Transferred to Dental clinic 200 00
Transferred to revenue 1,661 42
$31,001 35
$665 83
VOCATIONAL EDUCATION
:
Appropriation $775 00
EXPENDITURES
Tuition $287 61
Transportation 246 00
Total expenditures |533 61
Transferred to revenue 241 39
$775 00
32 SCHOOL DEPARTMENT
LIBRARY
:
Appropriation $900 00
Dog tax refund 386 42
$1,286 42
EXPENDITURES
On order $1,286 42
(For detailed report see Trustees report)
PARK
:
Appropriation $250 00
EXPENDITURES
Labor $161 00
Truck hire 15 00
Supplies 37 99
Water 555
Total expenditures $219 54
Transferred to revenue 30 46
$250 00
CEMETERY DEPARTMENT 33
CEMETERY
CEMETERY SALARIES:
Appropriation $45 00
EXPENDITURES
R. N. Maxwell, superintendent of burials $15 00
T. A. Bott, Commissioner 10 00
Geo. E. Barnaby *' 10 00
A. C. Peabody " 10 00
$45 00
$1,242 35
CEMETERY MAINTENACE
:
Appropriation $850 00
Endowment funds 255 65
Lot and graves fund 125 00
Transfer from reserve 11 70
EXPENDITURES
Labor $1,004 00
Truck hire 16 15
Supplies 73 40
Water 34 58
Water pipe extension 114 22
Total expenditures $1,242 35
CEMETERY GRAVES
:
Appropriation $350 00
EXPENDITURES
Labor $295 85
Truck hire 26 27
Lowering device hire 15 00
Total expenditures $337 12
Transferred to revenue 12 88
$350 00
CEMETERY ENDOWMENT:
Received $820 00
EXPENDITURES
Deposited in Savings Banks $820 00
34 UNCLASSIFIED
UNCLASSIFIED
CONTINGENT FUND:
Appropriation $800 00
Transferred from reserve 125 00
$925 00
EXPENDITURES
Election and Town Meetings:
Printing and delivering town reports $282 50
Printing ballots 20 95
Election officers 70 00
Election officers' lunches 18 00 391 45
Maintenance and alterations old school 288 50
Scales, fees and repairs 62 07
Flowers 20 00
Painting flag pole 12 00
Moving safe 9 00
Signs 7 00
Christmas tree lights 8 19
Installing water shutoff 9 00
$415 76
Total expenditures 807 21
Transferred to revenue 117 79
925 00
$3,711 35
W. P. A. PROJECTS
:
Appropri ation $3, 500 00
Balance January 1, 1941 211 35
EXPENDITURES
Administrative Expenses:
Salary $1,002 10
Postage and supplies 54 22
River Street project 1,145 11
Cemetery project 972 28
Moth project 29 16
$2,146 55
Total expenditures 3,202 87
Balance carried forward 508 48
$3,711 35
$1,056 32
UNCLASSIFIED 35
INSURANCE
:
Appropriation $1,200 00
EXPENDITURES
Employers' liability 406 52
New school 186 75
Old school 170 25
Sealers' equipment 23 80
Fire department 41 63
Town hall 169 55
Clerk's bond 7 50
Collector's bond and burglary insurance 123 00
Treasurer's " " 71 00
Total expenditure $1,200 00
INTEREST
:
Appropriation $900 00
EXPENDITURES
Revenue notes 100 63
School construction notes 780 00
Tax abatement 14 58
Total expenditures 895 21
Transferred to revenue 4 79
$900 00
MANSFIELD FUND
:
Balance January 1, 1941 $210 33
Received from Old Colony Trust Co. 680 00
Picnic tickets 50 00
$940 33
Band concerts $256 00
Thanksgiving and Christmas baskets 342 00
Picnic 324 75
Total expenditures $922 75
Balance carried forward 17 58
$940 33
36 UNCLASSIFIED
RESERVE FUND
:
Appropriation
Town hall
Contingent
Civilian defense
Town officers expenses
Fire department
State aid
Snow
Cemetery
Revenue
$600 00
TRANSFERS
$122 07
125 GO
100 00
55 00
49 00
20 00
19 93
11 70
97 30
$600 00
MUNICIPAL INDEBTEDNESS 37
MUNICIPAL INDEBTEDNESS
TEMPORARY LOANS;
Balance outstanding January 1, 1941 $25,000 00
Borrowed in anticipation of revenue 50,000 00
$75,000 00
EXPENDITURES
Merchants National Bank $50,000 00
Balance outstanding December 31, 1941 25,000 00
$75,000 00
MATURING DEBT:
Appropriation
EXPENDITURES
School construction
$3,000 00
$3,000 00
COUNTY CHARGES
:
County tax $3,619 86
Dog tax 554 00
$4,173 86
EXPENDITURES
County Treasurer $4, 173 86
STATE CHARGES:
State tax $5,610 00
State parks and reservations 1,00 04
Auditing municipal accounts 976 64
$6,686 68
EXPENDITURES
State Treasurer $6,686 68
TAX ABATEMENTS—REFUNDS
:
1939 tax levy $177 64
1940 motor vehicle excise tax 21 29
1940 poll tax 2 00
1940 tax levy 309 60
1941 motor vehicle excise tax 171 25
1941 tax levy 131 20
$812 98
38 ELECTRIC LIGHT DEPARTMENT
ELECTRIC LIGHT DEPARTMENT
RECEIPTS
Energy sold $38,163 95
Street lighting equipment 3,000 00
Supplies sold 375 01
Private work 976 92
N. E. Tel. & Tel. Co. 207 30
Balance January 1, 1941 989 66
EXPENDITURES
Energy Purchased:
Eastern Mass. Electric Co. $24,365 19
Danvers Electric Light Dept. . 30 65
Reading Electric Light Dept. 9 75
Maintenance and Construction:
Labor $5,921 76
Truck maintenance 645 15
Supplies and express 6,918 96
Insurance 281 88
Office supplies and expenses 561 53
A. B. Harrington, salary 1,000 00
Refund 2 75
$48,662 84
$24,405 69
$13,767 25
1,564 28
Transferred to depreciation fund 1,830 82
Total expenditures 41,567 94
Balance carried forward 2,094 90
$48,662 84
DEPRECIATION FUND:
Balance January 1, 1941 $8,027 86
Transferred to fund 1,880 82
$4,858 68
ELECTRIC LIGHT DEPARTMENT 39
EXPENDITURES
Garage:
Labor $375 00
Materials 805 80
$1,180 80
Truck and equipment 638 50
Total expenditures 1,819 30
Balance carried forward 3,039 38
$4,85868
METER DEPOSIT FUND :
Balance January 1, 1941 1,803 00
Deposits 660 00
EXPENDITURES
Refunds 454 00
Balance carried forward 2,009 00
$2,463 00
$2,463 00
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42 TREASURER'S REPORT
TREASURER'S REPORT
December 31, 1941
Balance January 1, 1940 $48,792 83
RECEIVED FROM TAX COLLECTOR:
1938 Excise $12 05
Interest 3 09
Poll 2 00
Interest 21
Demand 35
Personal 51 01
Interest 4 93
1939 Tax 11104
Interest 7 66
Excise 39 19
Interest 7 75
Poll 12 00
Interest 76
Demand 2 10
Personal 114 19
Interest 9 04
1940 Tax 16,436 42
Interest 457 53
Excise 257 34
Interest 2 53
Poll 124 00
Interest 2 39
Demand 18 55
Personal 383 74
Interest 13 46
Advertising 2 00
1941 Tax 43,089 07
Interest 22 87
Excise 4,425 31
Interest 4 77
Poll 1,040 00
Interest 2 29
Demand 56 35
• Personal 2,017 54
Interest 62
TREASURER'S REPORT 43
RECEIVED FROM ELECTRIC LIGHT DEPT.
:
A. B. Harrington.
Collections $38,158 95
Meters 665 00
New England Tel. and Tel. Company 182 30
Supplies sold 1,001 92
Private work 375 01
ROAD MACHINERY FUND: 2,845 85
B. Ogden, salary 1,056 63
LICENSES:
Liquor and Advertising:
Phaneuf and Dudley
Middleton Arms
John Katz
Thomas Sleet
A. E. Richard
R. D. Hurlburt
V. Dobbelin
Elmer Berry
Innholders:
Middleton Arms 5 00
A. E. Richard 5 00
V. Dobbelin 5 00
Victuallers:
Paneuf and Dudley 1 00
Thomas Sleet 1 00
Perley Burrill 1 00
Hazel Welch 1 00
Anna Lebel 1 00
A. G. Doane 1 00
Sunday:
Perley Burrill 1 00
H. Richardson 1 00
V. Chesley 1 00
E. D. Bryer 1 00
C. Sokoloski 1 00
E. Graham 1 00
J. Meagher 1 00
H. Germaine 1 00
A. Doane 1 00
G. Groce 1 00
P. Donovan 1 00
D. Chase 1 00
152 00
352 00
252 00
152 00
352 00
127 00
152 00
252 00
44 TREASURER'S REPORT
Motor Vehicle, Gas, Alcohol:
A. Sampson 4 00
G. Stabler 9 00
E. Hoffman 5 00
P. Burrill 8 00
E. Bryer 4 00
H. Welch
^
3 00
Souse Oil ' 4 00
Art's Service Station 4 00
Junk:
M. E. Cohen 5 00
J. B. Teague 5 00
Eli London 5 00
Auctioneer:
0. H. Sheldon 2 00
Slaughtering:
O. H. Sheldon 100
Funeral:
J. E. Dunn 2 00
Revolver: 7 50
Special Licenses:
Atlantic and Pacific Co., oleo 50
J. McKenne, fish and popcorn 7 00
J. Meagher 1 00
R. E. Titcomb 6 00
STATE TREASURER, RECEIVED FROM:
Highways, 3568 $4,228 48
Chapter 420 4,524 25
8219 2,154 39
7729 593 96
Aid, dependent children, U. S. grant 133 95
Tuition of children 71 28
Vocational education 289 48
Loss of taxes 674 62
Public health 385 00
Old age assistance, U. S. grant 10,966 17
" ** administration 366 00
TREASURER'S REPORT 45
Aid, dependent children $ 83 95
Temporary aid and transportation 11 75
Temporary aid 4,283 67
Veterans' exemption 50 40
Corporation tax 4,577 99
Income tax 6,912 74
Massachusetts school fund 917 62
Old age assistance, state 8,918 28
Indigent persons 27 00
Disease control, livestock 87 50
High school transportation 1,471 49
" tuition 3,071 28
School superintendent 223 09
Tax titles 1,631 22
PUBLIC WELFARE:
Town of North Reading, 0. A. A. 40 00
Danvers 231 00
0. A. A. 17150
Ipswich, O. A. A. 105 36
*
' Stoughton 22 00
City of Peabody 236 42
Beverly 72 50
0. A. A. 36 33
Salem 121 00
0. A. A. 30 22
Lynn 28 79
O. A. A. 146 00
Boston 150 92
** Somerville 67 90
COUNTY OF ESSEX:
Dog tax refund 386 42
Dog officer 107 00
Highways 1,07719
CEMETERY:
Graves, opening 425 50
Graves and lots sold 125 00
Endowed lots §20 00
46 TREASURER'S REPORT
MISCELLANEOUS:
J. W. Osborne, dog taxes 554 00
Red men, sale of safe 45 00
District court, fines 401 88
William Younpf, sealer's fees 21 03
W. Ballard, lota sold 35 00
H. K. Richardson, weighing fees 11 45
Town of Danvers, loss of taxes 1,186 62
G. Marvel, lots sold 35 00
Merchants National Bank, notes 50,000 00
A. Sheldon, rent of town hall 111 40
S. Pike 327 40
Old Colony Trust Co., Mansfield fund 680 00
Picnic tickets sold 50 00
J. Thack, lot sold 20 00
Land court refund 17 75
Checks cancelled 18 25
Travellers Insurance Co., claims 30 50
A. Sheldon, private moth 93 00
Central Square restaurant telephone 1 60
Phaneuf & Dudley, weighing 53 90
G. Stahler, tax refund police car 20 75
F. Potter, lots sold 25 00
Interest, endowed lots
Salem Five Cents Savings Bank 73 40
Salem Savings Bank 36 90
Danvers Savings Bank 145 35
F. Rubchinook, P. W. refund 5 00
E. McGloin, 0. A. A. refund 10 84
W. Haigh, weighing 5 15
L. Moreau, sealer's fees 34 71
C. Fischer, Inc., refund 1 35
H. E. Tyler, refund 25 00
Total receipts 230,058 65
$278,861 48
EXPENDITURES
Selectmen's orders 223,241 76
Balance December 31, 1941 $55,609 72
GEORGE E. GIFFORD,
Treasurer.
TREASURER'S REPORT 47
LAND OWNED BY TOWN
The Town owns the following parcels of land. These parcels have
been deeded to the Town by the Treasurer:
IN SUMMIT VIEW PARK:
Lots Numbers 9, 30/34 inclusive; 51, 57, 94, 115/119 inclusive;
136/148 inclusive; 164/177 inclusive; 212, 213, 215/218 inclusive, 242,
251 inclusive; 257/270 inclusive; 288/301 inclusive; 315/318 inclus-
ive; 321, 329, 330, 333/337 inclusive; 344/371 inclusive; 376, 378,387/
398 inclusive.
IN MIDDLETON PINES:
Lots Numbers 308, 309, 398, 400, 402, 404, 767/769, inclusive; 1068,
1069, 1149.
IN RIVER VIEW PARK:
Lots Numbers 52/55 inclusive; 234/238 inclusive; 258/261 inclusive;
302, 303, 304—Section 1.
Lots Numbers 61/64, 79, 80, 81, 196, 197—Section 2.
WOODLAND PARK:
Lots Numbers 52, 53, 54, 575, 576.
FORECLOSED BY LAND COURT DECREES:
20 A. on East side of Liberty Street; 1-4 A of land and camp on
North side of Lake Street; 16 A. and buildings on North side of
School Street: Lots numbered 424-426 and parts of lots numbered
416-418-420-422 and camp in Middleton Pines.
48 TREASURER'S ACCOUNT
Cemetery Endowment Account— 1941
Nn nf
no. OT Balance Intarost Amlount BilanCI
NAME Lot Fund 1940 Received Paid Out 1941
Atwood, L. Frank oDU $100 00 $121 11 $Q RA S2 60 $122 15
Atwood, Morrison 1 98 150 00 156 95 A 7f; 2 30 159 40
Averill, Edward P. - - 100 00 104 63 Q 1 7oil 1 60 106 20
Averill, Joseph - _ - 100 00 103 77 Q 1
1
O 11 2 40 104 48
Barnaby, Caroline V. 100 00 113 53 Q AAo 444 2 10 114 87
rsaicneiuer, xiaroia i. 75 00 77 82 9 qt; 1 40 78 77
|)/^MM«7 A 11 AVIDerry, Alien _ - _ - 119 125 00 133 61 ML 1 90 135 72
Berry, William - 1 78 100 00 104 30 o lO 2 00 105 43
Bouchard, Louis - - - 7nfi 100 00 104 58 Q 1 KO 10 1 80 105 93
Brown, Sarah F. - - - 4qD 50 00 52 13 1 f\R1 00 90 52 79
Bryer, Allen D. - - - 100 00 104 44 ^ IKo lO 1 90 105 69
Carter, Mary 0. - - - 1 Q7 150 00 80 67 1 00 152 25
Conlon, Mary A. - - - 100 00 106 55 Q 99o 2 20 107 57
Curry, Mary A. - - - Q49 100 00 105 65 Q 90 1 60 107 25
Curtis, Phoebe - - - 50 00 52 34 1 K71 u < 90 53 01
Day, Weaver - - - - 150 00 151 88 A fin 2 10 154 38
uay, Mrs. ueo. Hi. - - Ra8 50 00 52 36 1 1^81 00 90 53 04
Dame, John . _ . . 150 00 157 51 A 7Q 2 20 160 04
Demsey, J. W. - - - 1 KR 100 00 104 40 Q 1 QO lo 1 90 105 63
jjenneti, rvuin ri. OA 75 00 76 43 9 9Q 1 40 77 32
Downing, William H. RDR 100 00 107 55 9 fiQ 1 00 109 24
Eaton, Irvin L. . - - loo 75 00 76 89 9 Ql£t ol 1 90 77 30
Emerson, Benjamin F. - O^A 150 00 169 86 A 81'± 01 2 30 162 37
Himerson, Jiiiien ivi. 1 ^8loo 100 00 103 06 9 p;q^ OX) 2 00 103 66
Emerson, Eunice W. 1 RRIDD 100 00 105 89 Q 1 7Oil 2 10 106 96
Emerson, Henry P. - - AQR 500 00 524 58 1 Q 1Qlo ll7 11 90 525 87
Estey Annie E. - - - f^79 100 00 103 62 ft 11o 11 2 20 104 53
HiSty, Aiiena a. - - - 200 00 221 94 R R9.D Do 3 10 225 62
Esty and Hutchinson 48 100 00 104 95 3 15 1 60 106 50
Estey, Loren G. - - - 538 100 00 112 97 2 83 116 80
Fletcher, Samuel A. - - 130 100 00 102 99 2 58 2 10 103 47
Flint, George B. - - - 152 66 30 69 00 2 08 1 50 69 58
Flint, Harley A. - - - 256 100 00 102 79 2 58 1 90 103 47
Fowler, Alonzo - - - 12 100 00 104 72 315 2 00 105 87
Frame, L. Maria - - - 516 125 00 129 34 3 89 2 10 131 13
Fuller, Abijah - - - 110 150 00 166 99 4 19 2 50 168 68
Fuller, Daniel - - - - 628 100 00 104 99 3 15 2 20 106 94
Fuller, Jeremiah - - - 70 125 00 139 14 4 22 2 10 141 26
Fuller, LidaA. - - - 686 100 00 104 84 315 2 00 105 99
Fuller, Luella F. - - 158 150 00 151 16 4 58 2 50 153 24
Fuller, Sophronia - - - 236 200 00 229 30 6 91 3 80 232 41
TREASURER'S ACCOUNT 49
Cemetery Endowment Account—Continued
No. of Balance Interest Amount Balance
NAME Lot Fund 1940 Received Paid Out 1941
Fuller, Timothy & Lydia 268 100 00 105 83 3 20 1 90 107 13
Fuller and Taylor - - 644 150 00 151 16 4 58 2 70 153 04
Fuller, William H. - - 336 100 00 104 24 3 13 2 00 105 37
Frost, Chas. 0. - - - 240 150 00 160 62 4 03 1 60 163 05
Gifford, William - - - 180 100 00 104 08 3 13 2 10 105 11
Gilbert, James - - - 188 100 00 105 11 3 16 2 10 106 17
Godfrey, William R. 714 100 00 102 93 3 09 2 80 103 22
Goswiler, Carl B. - - - 716 150 00 166 79 5 06 2 20 169 65
Gould, Andrew - 352 50 00 53 31 1 32 90 53 73
Gould, Eben - - - - 514 100 00 106 55 3 21 2 00 107 76
Gould, Porter I. - - - 414 100 00 105 59 3 17 2 00 106 76
Goodwin, Ira E, Heirs of 380 100 00 104 12 3 13 1 60 105 65
Graves, D. A. - - - - 234 100 00 104 32 3 13 2 10 105 35
Graves, Kendall E. - - 586 100 00 103 65 3 11 2 00 104 76
Hall, E. P. - - - - - 106 100 00 108 09 3 27 2 10 109 26
Ham, Elinor P. - - - 356 125 00 131 89 3 95 1 90 133 94
Harlow, Levi F. - - - 684 100 00 104 46 3 17 1 65 105 98
Haskell, Ella C. - - - 390 200 00 201 78 6 11 3 20 204 69
Higgins, Lewis S. - - - 264 100 00 109 36 3 31 2 10 110 57
Hobbs, Kathryn - - - 588 50 00 52 46 1 58 90 53 14
Hutchinson, Caroline A. 253 100 00 104 13 3 13 1 90 105 36
Hutchinson, Elisha P. 740 100 00 104 22 3 13 2 05 105 30
Hutchinson and Russell - 518 100 00 103 23 3 12 2 00 104 35
Jones, John E. - - - 372 100 00 103 61 3 13 1 90 104 84
Jones, Samuel - - - 290 100 00 106 31 3 21 1 90 107 62
Johnson, Frank E. - - 804 100 00 106 67 3 21 1 10 108 78
Leavitt, Jerome - - - 62 150 00 157 40 4 73 2 20 159 93
McGlauflin, Benjamin T. 76 150 00 150 00
Mclntire, Abram S. - - 132 75 00 77 87 2 33 1 50 78 70
Mclntire, Annie M. - - 338 100 00 108 37 3 25 1 60 110 02
Peabody, Andrew - - 56 100 00 103 24 3 10 2 20 104 14
Peabody, A. W. - - - 90 200 00 237 96 7 20 3 80 241 36
Peabody, Dean - - - 344 100 00 103 13 3 11 2 40 103 84
Peabody & Hutchinson 182-84 150 00 155 55 4 67 2 40 157 82
Peabody, John L. - - - 196 100 00 105 42 3 16 2 10 106 48
Peabody, John W., 2nd - 192 150 00 38 150 38
Peabody, Laura E. - - 534 100 00 105 84 3 20 2 20 106 84
Peabody, Merrill - - - 754 100 00 105 88 2 65 1 90 106 63
Peabody, S. Maria - - 584 100 00 104 88 3 15 2 00 106 03
Peabody, Samuel M. - - 204 100 00 104 71 315 190 105 96
Peabody, William M. 100 00 104 87 315 1 90 106 12
50 TREASURER'S ACCOUNT
Cemetery Endowment Account—Continued
No. of Balance Interest Amount Balance
NAME Lot Fund 1940 Received Paid Out 1941
Pike, Sarah J. - - - 412 $125 00 $132 27 $3 99 $2 10 $134 16
Phelps, Annie H. - - - 146 150 00 165 11 4 15 2 40 166 86
Phelps, William A. - - 148 100 00 104 64 3 15 2 00 105 79
Putney, Lucretia - - - 104 150 00 150 00
Richardson, Benj. F. 164 100 00 105 62 3 20 2 00 106 82
Richardson, Eli - - - 363 150 00 159 05 4 79 2 20 161 64
100 00 105 59 3 19 2 10 1 0fi 68
Richardson, Rev. D. W. lUU uu Q 1 Q O 1 AZ lU lUb oZ
Richardson, Lucy G. 80 100 00 104 12 3 13 2 00 105 25
Richardson, William J. 250 150 00 153 20 3 85 2 20 154 85
Russell, Harriett W. - 100 00 104 50 3 15 2 10 105 55
Russell, P. B. - - - - 430 200 00 220 53 6 64 4 10 223 07
Sargent, James A. - - 750 100 00 104 21 3 13 1 90 105 44
Smith, E. D. & M. J. - 436 100 00 103 71 3 11 2 20 104 62
Smith, Sarah F. - - - 102 150 00 163 16 4 91 2 40 165 67
764 100 00 106 76 2 68 1 90
t^IVIlllIv^X \jO TV lirVllJo 400 100 00 104 99 3 15 2 00 106 14
Snnpr Pnllv A - _ - 298 100 00 104 40 3 13 2 10 105 43
Stilps David . - _ - 150 00 164 06 4 95 2 00 167 01
OLllV^Oy X CllllliCilll 10 100 00 104 35 3 13 2 00 105 48
StilpQ TTirfim A - - - 30 150 00 158 58 4 80 2 10 161 28
424 150 00 159 37 4 82 2 50 161 69
482 150 00 158 79 4 81 2 25 161 35
IIILIXILIO
J
V^ilCH iCo XX. 448 100 00 105 20 2 64 2 50 105 34
T^flvlni* Rpninmin TT±€xyL\jLy xjdij axixiii xx. 334 100 00 105 40 3 19 2 10 106 49
T'prl'fnvH TnQpnVi A _XCLlXLIXLly tJ\JoC|JXX Xx. e 810 150 00 154 39 4 27 2 70 155 96
Tvler An<?pl P - - 540 150 00 159 56 4 79 164 35
Thomas, H. Amelia - - 64 75 00 77 89 2 33 1 50 78 72
Thompson, C. E. & Ellen 392 200 00 233 71 7 04 2 70 238 05
luiis, wiiDur - - - lUU uu lUt5 41 1 Q 1
1
9 90Z ZU
Wellman, John R. - - 40 200 00 217 54 6 55 4 30 219 79
Weston, Samuel W. - - 36 200 00 207 73 6 25 4 30 209 68
White, Henry F. - - - 208 80 00 82 63 2 49 1 80 83 32
Whitman, Carl N. - - 116 100 00 103 53 3 11 1 90 104 74
Wilkins, Henry A. - - 254 100 00 104 35 3 13 2 10 105 38
Wilkins, H. H. &C. B.440-442 300 00 2 25 302 25
Wilkins, Edward W. - 172 150 00 180 01 5 46 2 60 182 87
Wilkins, Susan A. - - 596 100 00 103 52 2 59 2 10 104 01
Wilkins, Samuel H. - - 230 100 00 105 90 3 20 2 20 106 90
Wilkins, Luther - - - 176 150 00 169 69 6 11 2 40 172 40
Wilkins, Timothy - - 50 100 00 107 97 3 23 2 00 109 20
Young, John - - - - 278 100 00 103 60 3 13 1 90 104 83
Totals $14,846 30 $14,969 39 $439 29 $255 65 $15,903 03
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CUMMINGS FUND
Balance January 1, 1941 $8,770 66
United Shoe Machinery Shares 975 00
RECEIPTS
United Shoe Machinery, dividends $136 52
Salem Savings Bank, interest 105 16
Salem Five Cents Savings Bank, interest 131 27 372 95
Total income 10,118 61
Trustees' orders 275 03
Balance December 31, 1941
Salem Savings Bank $4,286 12
Salem Five Cents Savings Bank 4,458 80
Merchants National Bank 123 66
United Shoe Machinery, shares 975 00
$9,843 58
$9,843 58
GEORGE E. GIFFORD, Treasurer

ANNUAL REPORTS
OF THE
Various Departments
OF THE
Town of Middleton
FOR THE
Year Ending December 31, 1941
PART II

LIST OF JURORS 55
LIST OF JURORS
July 15, 1941
Mr. Archie N. Frost, Clerk of Courts
Salem, Mass.
The following is a List of the Jurors prepared by the Selectmen
of the Town of Middleton in accordance with Chapter 234, Section 4,
General Laws:
Name Street Occupation
Barnaby, George E. Liberty Street Retired
Bott, Thomas A. East Street Laborer
Coffin, Edward E. School Street Farmer
Colbert, John J. Liberty Street Restaurant Owner
Earl, Softon North Main Street Retired
Giles, Wayne A. East Street Druggist
Gould, Arthur P. South Main Street Laborer
Harrington, Alfred B. Liberty Street Manager
Howe, Galen B. King Street Milk Dealer
Joyce, Thomas A. Pleasant Street Retired
Mack, Roy Essex Street Caretaker
Page, Arthur T. Maple Street Machinist
Peabody, Roland Liberty Street Laborer
Tyler, Harley M. North Main Street Janitor
Wilkins, H. Bray East Street Farmer
Very truly youra,
SEAVER L. MACDONALD
HAROLD C. MITCHELL
FRED L. CURRIER
Selectmen of Middleton.
56 PUBLIC LIBRARY REPORT
FLINT PUBLIC LIBRARY-TRUSTEES' REPORT
TREASURER'S REPORT
INCOME
Balance January 1, 1940 $ 6 56
Mary Esty Emerson 90 00
Danvers Savings B^nk 50 00
Naumkeag Trust Company 414 68
Broadway Savings Bank 37 32
Essex Savings Bank 20 00
S. E. Carleton, fines 20 50
Town appropriation and dog tax
EXPENDITURES:
S. E. Carleton, librarian
H. M. Tyler, janitor
New books
Fuel, light and water
New heater
Other expenses
Balance
00
250 00
492 66
251 82
317 00
242 29
21 71
$ 639 06
1,286 42
$1,925 48
$1,925 48
Respectfully submitted,
HARLEY M. TYLER, Treasurer.
CHARLES L. FLINT FUND
H. M. Tyler, in account with Flint Public Library.
Charles L. Flint fund, principal
Deposited in banks, December 31, 1941:
Salem Five Cents Savings Bank
Danvers Savings Bank
Broadway Savings Bank
Essex Savings Bank
Salem Savings Bank
MARY ESTY EMERSON FUND
Principal ($2,500 00) invested as follows:
Cerana Apartment Building Bond (par value)
42nd Street and Lexington Avenue, office building
bond, (par value)
Deposited in Danvers National Bank, (Savings Dept.)
$5,000 00
890 94
1,110 21
1,866 96
1,000 00
518 18
$ 500 00
2,000 00
261 43
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LIBRARIAN'S REPORT, 1941
The Flint Public Library has been open every Tuesday evening and
Saturday afternoons and evenings during the year 1941, (holidays
excepted.)
Five deposits of books were sent to the Howe-Manning school for
elementary reading. These books were chosen from the State Read-
ing List. Each student reading five or more books is awarded a cer-
tificate by the State Department of Education, through the local
library. A special certificate is awarded for the reading of twenty
books, five of which must be non-fiction.
The following magazines have been in the reading room: American,
American Girl, American Home, Aviation, Better Homes and Gardens,
Child Life, Country Gentlemen, Dumb Animals, Good Housekeeping,
Jack and Jill, Life, National Geographic, Nature Magazine, The Path-
finder, Popular Mechanics, Specialty Salesman and Time.
Many new books were added to the library during the year, which
were enjoyed by the readers.
The librarian wishes to express her appreciation to the trustees for
their cooperation in the past year.
ANNUAL STATISTICS
Volumes in the library January 1, 1941 .... 12,013
Volumes added by purchase 351
Volumes added by gifts 40
Volumes in the library January 1, 1942 .... 12,404
Total circulation of books, year ending January 1, 1942 . 8,532
Total circulation, non-fiction 734
Largest monthly circulation—August .... 749
Collected on books kept overtime or damaged . . . $20.50
Respectfully submitted,
SARAH E. CARLETON,
Librarian.
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SELECTMEN'S REPORT
To the Citizens of Middleton:
The Board of Selectmen submits for your approval a report of its
activities for the year ending December 31, 1941.
This has been a fairly quiet year in that no great changes were ex-
perienced and no unusual events were written into the town records,
the volume of work remained as heavy as always but was confined
chiefly to routine details of the regular events.
W. P. A. activities included work on three separate projects, the
improvement of Oakdale Cemetery, moth control and construction on
River Street. The first of these was in completion of work already
under way last year, and was finished June 10. The moth work was
continued during the early spring months to supplement the annual
work done by the town department. The River Street project consist-
ed of 1200 feet of side drain, widening, surfacing, and removal of bad
curves. Working in conjunction with the local highway department,
this street was greatly improved and is now an excellent all weather
road. Due to generally improved employment conditions, the number
employed on these projects decreased steadily from 35 at the beginning
of the year to a low of 15 in December, striking an average of about
20 for the year.
Revision of the building laws was completed during 1941 by a com-
mittee headed by Mr. Horace Batchelder. Your Board has approved
the many changes effected by the committee who spent several months
in careful study of laws now in effect in other towns. We feel that the
new code will prove more practical and more beneficial to all concern-
ed. After approval by the Attorney General these building laws will
be- submitted at thie next regular town meeting.
F611o^ying is the record of the past year of the Mansfield Fund in-
come. Your Board has made one change in the disposition of these
Funds this year. "Under the present improved conditions, it was found
that the number actually needing help was smaller than in previous
years, hence it was decided to increase the individual amounts given
to those mo§t requiring assistance, although the total beneficiaries
were decreased.
Balance January 1, 1941
Received from the Old Colony Trust Co.
Transportation—adults to picnic
$210 33
680 00
50 00
$940 33
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EXPENDITURES
Children's picnic $324 75
Band concerts 256 00
Thanksgiving baskets 161 00
Christmas baskets 181 00
Total expenditures $922 75
Balance December 31, 1941 $17 58
As authorized by a recent amendment to the General Laws, a new-
appropriation is included in this year's budget, five hundred dollars
being requested for defense. In comparison with neighboring towns,
this is a very small amount, one which may have to be augmented if
the present emergency becomes more serious. Under the direction of
Mr. Lennart T. Winquist and Mr. Lawrence White an adequate civilian
defense set-up has been established with a minimum of expense.
We take this opportunity to express our appreciation to the Town
Officers and the members of local departments for their cooperation
during the year.
Respectfully submitted,
SEAVER L. MACDONALD.
HAROLD C. MITCHELL.
FRED L. CURRIER.
Board of Selectmen.
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REPORT OF HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT
To the Honorable Board of Selectmen:
Gentlemen:
The Highway Surveyor hereby submits his report for the y«ar
ending December 31, 1941.
MAINTENANCE OF CHAPTER 81—ROADS
Town appropriation $4,500.00
State aid 4,500.00
$9,000.00
(See list of expenditures)
MAINTENANCE OF CHAPTER 90—ROADS
Town appropriation $1,500.00
County " 0,000.00
State " 750.00
$2,250.00
This money was used to resurface a mile of Maple Street and to build
1100 feet of cable guard rail fence on East Street, which is not com-
pleted. The balance of $468.12 to be held over until 1942 to pay for the
steel cable when we are able to get it.
HIGHWAY $1,500.00
This fund was used for the maintenance of bridges, fences, sidewalks
and odd jobs which could not be taken from Chapter 81.
CONSTRUCTION—CHAPTER 90
Town appropriation $2,000,00
County 2,000.00
State " 4,000.00
$8,000.00
Because of the cold and uncertain weather the reconstruction of
Essex Street was only partly completed and the balance ($2,564.07)
held over until 1942.
SNOW
All snow equipment was placed in good condition and made ready
for future use.
At this time I would like to extend my appreciation to all who have
worked for this department the past year; to all town departments
who have cooperated with us; the Board of Selectmen, and the Mass-
achusetts Department of Public Works for their courtesy and aid to
the Middleton Highway Department.
Respectfully submitted,
BENJAMIN OGDEN, Highway Surveyor.
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TOWN CLERK'S REPORT
MARRIAGE RECORD FOR 1941
Place of
Date Marriage Name ofBride and Groom Residence
Mar. 4 Middleton George Wilbur Fletcher Essex Sanitorium
Vera M. Dixon Middleton Colony
Apr. 20 " Charles Douglas McLeod Middleton
Stella Vivian Klosowski **
May 3 Lynn Charles T. Brackett
Marion J. Porter "
May 30 Saugus Horace James Batchelder, Jr. **
Alvina Oslin
June 27 Middleton Charles Rudolph Osterlind
Helen Edith Wilkina
July 9 Natick Henry Philip Wilson
Mary Margaret Collins
Aug, 10 Peabody Lewis Stanley Kolodgry
Alice Rubichnook
Aug. 14 Danvers Charles I. Campbell
Margaret E. Hitchcock
Aug. 17 Peabody Clarence Baker
Virginia May Griffin
Aug. 21 Middleton William Irving Marcus Blanchard
Lillian May Wiggin
Aug. 23 Danvers Vincent Joseph Perry
Margaret Mary Maynard
Aug. 24 Danvers John Edward Donovan
Beatrice Ann Conant
Sept. 7 Allston Thomas Patrick Jones
Irene Weislik
Sept. 25 Lynn Benjamin Franklin Ogden
Florence Eleanor Barritt
Oct 5 Winchester LeRoy John MacLean
Emma Mary Luongo
Oct. 25 Beverly Harry Russell Woodward, Jr.
Enid Adams Cole
Dec. 4 Middleton Chandler Gilbert Eaton
Ruth Elizabeth Kennedy
Saugus
Middleton
Essex Sanitorium
< < < <
Peabody
Middleton
i <
Danvers
Middleton
Danvers
Middleton
Salem
Middleton
Brighton
Middleton
Lynn
Middleton
Winchester
Middleton
Beverly
Middleton
Beverly
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BIRTH RECORD FOR 1941
Date of Birth Name of Child
Jan. 10 Raymond Richard Maxwell, Jr.
Feb. 9 Lee Ann Smith
Feb. 17 Annette Rose Budd
Mar. 17 Robin Maxwell Poulsen
Mar. 21 Ellen Louise Jewett
Mar. 27 Joan Elizabeth Souther
Apr. 12 Anne Emerson Clark
Apr. 13 Dorris Ellen Maxwell
Apr. 16 Jacqueline Jean Coffin
Apr. 18 David Paul Wheartley
Apr. 28 Marjorie Mae Kiley
May 16 Patricia Ann Dow
May 19 Robert Kuell
May 28 Leonard Preston Smith
May 29 Wilbur Austin Witham, Jr.
June 25 Mary Lillian Clark
June 26 Ellen Florence Townsend
July 8 Mariljn Elizabeth Greeke
July 22 Roby Thomas Briggs
July 25 Felix Arthur Lariviere, Jr.
July 28 Female Sedler
Aug. 1 Lynda Jane MacWhinnie
Name of Parents
Raymond Richard Maxwell
Rhoda Alma MacMillan
Donald Hoffman Smith
Dorothy Lee
John W. Budd
Regina I. Hamel
Max E. H. Poulsen
Margaret Barbara Jensen
Eben L Jewett
Ruth F. Kimball
James Souther
Esther Hadfield
Roland Edgar Clark
Dorothy Emerson Page
Newton A. Maxwell
Joan Lamberton
Ruth Pearl Coffin
Lorne R. Wheartley
Flora Fournier
Carl Curtis Kiley
Marion Evelyn Willis
James T. Dow
Eleanor M. Sirois
James M. Kuell
Myrtle Elliot Wyman
Leonard Smith
Elizabeth Emro
Wilbur A. Witham
Addie M. Hurlburt
Everett Allen Clark
Elizabeth K. McLelland
Ernest C. Townsend, Jr.
Barbara Louise Clark
Dell M. Greeke
Clara M. St Laurent
Walter Ellis Briggs
Ruth Margaret Thomas
Felix A. Lariviere
Marjorie A. Dow
Walter Sedler
Mary Smagula
Melvin W. MacWhinnie
Ruth N. Maxwell
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Date of Birth Name of Child
Aug. 8 Virginia Joan Tarr
Aug. 25 Jeffrey Stephen Cooke
Sept. 18 Gloria Fay Clark
Sept. 28 Ann Elizabeth Colburn
Sept. 29 Linda Ogden Denno
Oct. 9 — — Lindsey
Oct. 9 — — Sanborn
Oct. 30 Richard Gilmore Floyd, Jr.
Nov. 8 Sandra Jane Brown
Nov. 24 Patricia Ann Wallace
Dec. 30 James Chester Punchard
Name of Parents
Osmond Roland Tarr
Louise Murray Vance
Chester Cooke
Helen D. Caverly
Horace H. Clark
Clara L. Hill
Frank Colburn
Elizabeth Wasilanski
Raymond Maxim Denno
Goldie Pearl Ogden
Ernest E. Lindsey
Emily L. Shattuck
Richard H. Sanborn
Edith E. Hansen
Richard Gilmore Floyd
Lillian Ann Stewart
Chester Brown
Barbara Bryant
Guy W. Wallace
Gertrude Cornelinsea
Merton W. Punchard
Margaret Alice MacLean
RECORD OF DEATHS, 1941
Any errors or omissions noted should be promptly
reported to the Town Clerk
Date Name of Deceased Years Months Da\
January 5 Celia J. Richardson 85 6
January 10 Mary E. Wilkins 79 3 27
February 11 Harold W. Porter 39 9 10
February 16 Jeanette Theresa MacKinnon 30 11 20
March 10 James Salter 61 7 5
March 14 Aaron Gibson Firman 76
May 1 Walter Erastus Smith 80 10 12
May 5 William Howe 60 2 4
May 9 RobertlKuell (Still born)
June 14 James Pollock 79 4 14
July 4 James Wake 73 4
July 13 Louise E. Stiles 84 4 14
August 2 James Nicholson 57 4 24
November 4 John P. Murphy 72
November 13 Lucinda Genesta Adams 50 11 6
December 8 Dorris Ellen Maxwell 8 5
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DOG TAX RETURNS FOR 1941
161 Male dog licenses at $2.00 $322.00
37 Female dog licenses at 5.00 185.00
27 Spayed dog licenses at 2.00 54.00
1 Kennel license at 25.00 25.00
$586.00
1941 FISHING, GUNNING AND TRAPPING LICENSES
Fishing Licenses 50 at $2.00 $100.00
Hunting ** 49 " 2.00 98.00
Sporting *
'
23 3.25 74.75
Women and Minor Fishing " 13 " 1.25 16.25
Minor Trapping 2 2.25 4.50
Trapping ** 2 " 5.25 10.60
Sporting and Trapping ** 7 " free
Three Day Fishing ** 1 " 1.50 1.50
Non-Resident Fishing ** 1 *' 6.25 5.25
Duplicate ** 2 .50 1.00
$311.76
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ELECTRIC LIGHT COMMISSIONERS*
REPORT
We are glad to report that a 31% increase in electricity used in
1941 made it possible to return $1,500.00 to the town for the reduction
of taxation. This extra consumption is largely due to war production
activities by two large users, and to the failure of their own equipment
at two of the State and County institutions. If this consumption is
maintained during 1942, a further refund should be possible.
Foreseeing that the demand for defense activities would make it
difficult or impossible to obtain maintenance or construction supplies,
early in 1941 we tried to anticipate our needs for the ensuing year, be-
fore costs increased or buying prohibited. As the result of this fore-
sight we are well supplied with such material at considerable savings
in cost.
To relieve an overload on the Maple Street circuit, five sections of
new construction were built on Peabody Street to connect with the
north circuit at the corner of Liberty Street. This change transferred
the load on the Peabody Street and East Street, east of Peabody Street
to the north circuit.
It was necessary to extend the three phase, two miles on South
Main Street to the Keddy machine shop on Bixby Avenue. Outside
meters are being installed on all camps and many houses where it is
difficult to obtain regular readings.
Fourteen new street light fixtures of an improved type are in stock
and will be used to replace defective and obsolete fixtures.
A light truck for service calls, minor repairs and light construc-
tion saves using the heavy truck except where there is need for its
specialized equipment, saving 60% in gasoline and tires, as well as ex-
tending the life of the heavier and more costly equipment.
A well built garage 20 x 30 feet has been built on town property at
the rear of the old school house, and an adequate stock room located in
the school building, at a saving of $128.00 a year rent. All cost of the
building of the garage and equipping the stock room was paid from the
depreciation fund.
The department is cooperating in every way with defense authori-
ties. The light truck equipped with first aid kit and two stretchers is
available in an emergency and a 6000 watt auxiliary lighting outfit,
built and equipped by the B. B. Chemical Co. employees under the dir-
ection of Mr. Temple, (at no cost to the department) and our own ser-
vice men, is also available at all times.
BOARD OF PUBLIC WELFARE 67
We again wish to express our thanks to all who have cooperated
with us in our endeavor to give the best service at the lowest possible
cost. In a semi-rural community where customers are scattered over
a large area and distribution cost because of the small number of
services per mile of distribution lines is necessarily made higher than
in more thickly settled districts.
The manager and Board of Commissioners welcome constructive
criticism and appreciate bringing to their attention anything that is
thought to be for the betterment of the department.
RICHARD B. FLOYD, Chairman.
CHARLES G. BATES, Secretary.
ARCHIBALD L. JONES.
BOARD OF PUBLIC WELFARE REPORT
Bureau of Old Age Assistance
To the Citizens of Middleton:
The following is a brief report of the Board of Public Welfare
for the year ending December 31, 1941.
35 cases received general relief, representing 130 persons, and were
divided as follows:
Unsettled (State cases) 13 number of persons 43
Other Cities and Towns 8 " " 41
Town 11 " 40
Minor children cases 2 ** " 3
Aid to dependent children 1 3
During the year 1941, 8 cases with Middleton settlements were aid-
ed by other cities and towns.
The armament program due to the war has had its effect, as will
be observed from our general relief case load of the previous year,
which shows a decrease of 15 cases.
FEDERAL SURPLUS COMMODITIES
Your board distributed food to the value of $5,718.64, clothing hav-
ing a value of $3,600.20, making a total of $9,318.84. All surplus
federal foods were received in bulk form, making it necessary to havQ
them put up before distribution.
68 FIREMEN'S REPORT
BUREAU OF OLD AGE ASSISTANCE
Largest number of cases carried during any one month in 1941 63
Case load as of March 1, 1942 61
Town 40
Unsettled 15
Other cities and towns 6
The Board of Public Welfare wishes to take this opportunity to
thank the Board of Assessors, the Police Department, Town Clerk and
other organizations in town who have gladly given this department
their full cooperation.
Respectfully submitted,
RICHARD B. FLOYD, Chairman.
JESSIE M. COLBERT,
AUSTIN C. PEABODY, Jr., Agent.
FIRE DEPARTMENT REPORT
To the Honorable Board of Selectmen;
Gentlemen:
I hereby submit the following report of the fire department
for the year 1941.
RECORD OF FIRES
Siren alarms - - 64
Still alarms - - 7
Total number of alarms
TYPES OF FIRES
Building fires - - 11
Chimney " - - 6
Automobile fires - 7
Woods and grass fires - 31
Oil burner fires - 9
Gas stove - - 3
OUTSIDE CALLS FOR HELP
North Reading - - 3
Danvers - 1
Total number of fires
71
71
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PERMITS ISSUED
Oil burner - - 9
Oil storage - - 94
Fire permits - - 211
Dynamite permits - 4
During the year much drilling has been done and several of the
members have been to fire schools.
In conclusion I wish to extend my appreciation to the board, the
officers of the department, the firemen both regular and auxiliary, and
the citizens of the town for their earnest cooperation and assistance to
the Fire Department.
Respectfully submitted,
BENJ. ODGEN, Chief of Fire Department.
INSPECTOR OF SLAUGHTERING
To the Honorable Board of Selectmen:
Gentlemen:
As inspector of slaughtering during the past year I submit the fol-
lowing report.
Animals examined and slaughtered 119
This slaughter house comes up to the standards requested by the
Department of Public Health.
Respectfully submitted,
H. BRAY WILKINS, Inspector of Slaughtering.
CATTLE INSPECTOR'S REPORT
To the Honorable Board of Selectmen:
Gentlemen:
As inspector of Animals in the Town of Middleton during the past
year I submit the following report.
Number of premises inspected 39
'* *' cattle inspected, bovine animals 634
" swine " 701
" goats " 7
NOTICE TO DOG OWNERS:
If your dog bites any person, please notify your animal inspector or
Chief of Police. This is very important.
This work has been done in accordance with the regulations of the
Massachusetts Division of Livestock Disease Control.
Respectfully submitted,
H. BRAY WILKINS, Inspector of Animals
70 POLICE REPORT
POLICE REPORT
To the Honorable Board of Selectmen:
Gentlemen:
The Chief of Police does submit herewith his annual report for
the year ending December 31, 1941.
ARRESTS DURING YEAR:
Driving without a license 1
Larceny of personal property 3
Larceny of automobiles ' 2
Suspended sentence 10
Summons and warrants served 40
Drunks released 21
House of correction 6
Drunkenness, and fined 2
Operating under the influence of liquor 4
Arrested on warrants 8
Arrested—driving to endanger 2
Arrested on warrants for non-support 4
Total of arrests 62
Larceny of personal property—fined 1
Larceny of personal property—sentenced to Shirley 2
MISCELLANEOUS WORK:
Automobile accidents 24
Buildings found broken into 4
Complaints received and investigated 661
Dogs reported hit by automobiles 10
Larceny from camps 2
Personal property recovered 2
Animals caught and owners notified 23
Hours in court 240
Property and buildings inspected 260
Reports for insurance companies 47
Traffic duty, approximately 860 hours
Automobile licenses and registrations 24
Transfers 759
In conclusion I wish to thank the honorable board, the police oflUcers
under me and thank the citizens of Middleton for cooperation with me
in the past year.
Respectfully submitted,
WALTER H. MILBERY,
Chief of Police,
FOREST WARDEN'S REPORT 71
FOREST WARDEN^S REPORT
To the Honorable Board of Selectmen:
Gentlemen:
The Forest Warden submits a brief report of his department
for the year 1941.
We have been very fortunate this year past, with all the drought,
in having only one major forest fire, and this one of only one days dur-
ation.
Again this year I would like to call the attention of the townspeo-
ple to a part of the law governing open air fires.
"No person shall set, maintain or increase a fire in the open air at
any time unless the ground is substantially covered with snow, except
by written permission, covering a period not exceeding five days from
date, granted by the forest warden or chief of the fire department of
any city or town".
No permits may be had this coming year during April and May
except on rainy days.
Forest fire patrols will be used during the dangerous periods dur-
ing 1942, this now being a state law.
Forest fires are a costly and needless expense, let us do all that we
can the coming year in preventing them
In, conclusion I wish to express my appreciation to the Massachu-
setts Department of Conservation, State Warden Frost, and all who
have helped this department the past year.
Respectfully submitted.
BENJ. OGDEN, Forest Warden.
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ASSESSORS' REPORT 73
ASSESSORS* REPORT
The following is a recapitulation of the money appropriated by the
Town of Middleton and the estimated receipts deducted therefrom in
the determination of the 1941 Tax Rate:
APPROPRIATIONS:
Town appropriation $105,613 61
Overlay deficit 1938 105 20
" 1939 382 53
State tax—1941 5,610 00
State parks and reservations 104 32
State audit of municipal accounts 976 64
County tax 3,557 67
Tuberculosis hospital 941 48
1941 Overlay 2,413 86
Total appropriation $119,705 31
ESTIMATED RECEIPTS AND AVAILABLE FUNDS:
Income tax $7,685 49
Corporation taxes 4, 370 96
Reimbursement on account of State owned land 674 62
Gasoline tax refund 4,388 25
Motor vehicle excise 4,000 00
Licenses 1,500 00
Fines 200 00
General government 500 00
Protection of persons and property 50 00
Health and sanitation 400 00
Charities (other than federal grants for
aid to dependent children) 7,000 00
Old age assistance (other than federal grants) 8,000 00
Schools 5 '300 00
Cemeteries (other than sale of lots) 475 00
Interest on taxes and assessments 850 00
Veterans' exemptions 48 95
Town of Danvers, reimbursement 600 00
All other 500 00
Overestimate—State parks and reservations 6 04
Transfer voted by Town July 22, 1941 7,156 17
Total estimated receipts and available funds $53,706 48
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Gross amounts to be raised $119,705 31
Total estimated receipts and available funds 53,705 48
65,999 83
Net amount raised by taxation on personal property 2,393 73
" " " real estate 62,468 10
Number of polls assessed, 569 at $2.00 each 1,138 00
$65,999 83
TOTAL VALUATION:
Personal property $74,804 00
Real estate 1,952,128 00
1941 tax rate 32 00
The Assessors Department has inaugurated quite a few modern
systems in the operation of this department in order to give the Town
a modern efficient business like operated Assessors Department.
Respectfully submitted,
ARCHIBALD L. JONES,
PAUL B. WAKE,
FRED L. CURRIER,
Board of Asseesors.
DOG OFFICER'S REPORT
Middleton, Mass., November 1, 1941.
To the Honorable Board of Selectmen:
Gentlemen:
There has been this year the following 96 complaints.
People bitten by dogs 14
Fowl killed by dogs 246
Dogs picked up and returned to owners 14
Miles answering complaints 236
Hours working on complaints 90
Tramp dogs disposed of 19
Dogs hit by automobiles 14
Dogs killed for diseases 3
Cats hit by automobiles and disposed of 11
Dogs disposed of for non-license 5
Pups under three to six months picked up and disposed of 7
Turnover to the town clerk for unlicensed dogs $164.00
Respectfully submitted,
WALTER H. MILBERY,
Dog Officer of Town of Middleton
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TREE WARDEN REPORT
To the Honorable Board of Selectmen:
Gentlemen:
I submit my report of the Forestry Department for the
year 1941.
TREE WARDEN DEPARTMENT:
A lot of brush was cut on corners where the view was obstructed,
thus eliminating some of the dangers to persons using these streets.
Some of the dead trees were cut down and a lot of dead limbs removed
from other trees. There is still a lot of work to be done on all the
other shade trees along the highways. Several new trees were set out
with guards around them for protection against mutilation. These will
have to be trimmed and taken care of in the coming year. There may
also have to be replacements made later.
MOTH DEPARTMENT:
The danger of the Brown Tailed moth has been somewhat elimina-
ted in these parts, but there is still the Gypsy moth, Elm Tree Beetle,
and several other pests. The only way we have to fight them is by use
of creosote and spraying with arsonate of lead mixtures. The spray-
ing outfit was fixed over this year, thus enabling the department to
haul it on a platform truck, instead of using horses to draw it around.
This was a great help because most of the water used had to be drawn
from hydrants, due to the facts that it was a dry season, and most of
of the water holes and brooks were dried up, where the water was us-
ually obtained to fill the tanks. This change necessitated spending a
good percentage of the appropriation which should give good results
for a long time, unless something unforseen gives much trouble. This
outfit could also be used in case of a bad fire, either by pumping water
a long distance or transporting the water where needed.
Throughout the y«ar the State helped the department with the
following amounts:
Cash payrolls $ 250 00
Lead given 250 52
Brushes and supplies 7 26
Sprayer repairs 80 60
Creosote 14 70
Total $553 08
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This was a help to the department as the cash payroll covered
painting of the Gypsy moth nests on most all streets of the town from
wall to wall. Thus in the spring, when this work is started, work can
be done on the other side of the walls where much infestation is shown,
thus killing a lot before they hatch and come out onto the streets, and
destroy the shade trees. A sum of money was turned over to the town
treasurer for private work which was done. From year to year more
money may be able to be obtained as the equipment is now able to cover
large or small trees. This amount might, in time, exceed the appro-
priation by the voters of the town, thus obtaining money appropriated
and still get help from the state. Although the department received
help from the State this year, it will not receive any in following years
if the amount of money designated as private work is not appropriated
by the voters of the town. The state will absolutely not help any town
if a third^of their liability is not appropriated in addition to the liability,
and as a separate item. The amount of money for 1942 designated as
liability is $882 34, thus the amount of money for private work will
have to be $300 00, and this to be a separate item.
Yours respectfully,
ALBERT A. SHELDON,
Tree Warden and Moth Superintendent.
SEALER OF WEIGHTS AND MEASURES
REPORT
SCALES: Adjusted Sealed NotS
Platform under 5,000 lbs. 1 1 0
Counter over 100 0 3 1
Counter under 100 " 10 26 1
Beam over 100 " 0 3 0
Spring over 100 " 0 4 0
Spring under 100 ** 3 6 0
Personal weighing 0 2 0
WEIGHTS:
Avoirdupois 17 132 3
MEASURES:
Liquid 0 5 0
Grease pumps 0 2 0
Gasoline pumps 3 23 0
Sealing fees collected $34.71
Respectfully submitted,
LOUIS V. MOREAU,
Sealer of Weights and Measures.
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Recommendations of Finance Committee
for the Year 1942
I-GENERAL GOVERNMENT:
III.
Salaries: Calledfor Recommended
Moderator $ 25 00 $ 25 00
Selectmen (three) 526 00 525 00
Accountant 500 00 500 00
Treasurer 500 00 500 00
Collector 400 00 400 00
Aisesaors (three) 800 00 700 00
Town Counsel 300 00 300 00
Town Clerk 200 00 200 00
Registrars of Voters (four) 125 00
Electric Light Commissioners (three) 150 00
Town Officers' Expenses 1,200 00 1,200 00
Tax Title Expenses 400 00 400 00
Town Hall Custodian 500 00 500 00
Town Hall Maintenance 600 00 600 00
-PROTECTION OF PERSONS
AND PROPERTY:
Police $1,500 00 $1,000 00
Constable's Salary 35 00 35 00
Fire Maintenance and Salaries 2,500 00 2,500 00
Fire Hose and Equipment 1,200 00 1,200 00
Sealer of Weight and Measures, Salary 100 00 100 00
Civilian Defense 500 00 500 00
.-FORESTRY:
Moth $882 34 $882 34
Moth, Private Work 300 00 800 00
Tree Warden 1,500 00 1,500 00
-HEALTH AND SANITATION:
Essex County Sanatorium $1,170 43 $1,170 43
Board of Health 1,200 00 1,200 00
Dental Clinic 500 00 500 00
Inspector of Slaughtering, Salary 50 00 50 00
Inspector of Cattle, Salary 175 00 175 00
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Called for
v.—HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT:
Highway $1,500 00
Chapter 81 Maintenance 4,500
Chapter 90 Maintenance 1,500 00
Snow Removal
Street Lighting 3,000 00
VI.—CHARITIES:
Public Welfare, Salaries $250 00
Public Welfare, Maintenance 5,500 00
Aid to Dependent Children 1,000 00
Old Age Assistance, Aid 15,500 00
Old Age Assistance, Administration 500 00
Surplus Commodities Distribution 450 00
VII.—SOLDIERS' BENEFITS:
State Aid $ 150 00
Soldiers' Relief 1,000 00
Military Aid 300 00
VIIL—EDUCATION:
School Maintenance $29,050 00
Vocational Education 550 00
Library 1,000 GO
IX. -CEMETERIES:
Superintendent of Burials, Salary 15 00
Commissioners' Salaries (three) 30 00
Maintenance 1,050 00
Opening Graves 350 00
X.-PARK:
Maintenance $ 250 00
XI. -INTEREST AND INSURANCE:
Interest $ 900 00
Insurance 850 00
XIL—MUNICIPAL INDEBTEDNESS:
School Construction $3,000 00
XIIL-UNCLASSIFIED:
Contingent Fund $ 800 00
Reserve Fund 600 00
Memorial Day 250 00
Recommended
$1,500 00
4,500 00
1,500 00
3,000 00
$250 00
5,500 00
1,000 00
15,500 00
500 00
450 00
$ 150 00
1,000 00
300 00
$29,050 00
550 00
800 00
15 00
30 00
1,000 00
350 00
$ 250 00
$ 900 00
850 00
$3,000 00
$ 800 00
600 00
250 00
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Recommendations covering Articles in the Town Warrant for 1942.
Article 1 Recommend favorable action.
2
3 < « (f
A H it
6
6 it ti
7
8
9 it a
10
11
12
13 ** no
14 favorable
15 it it
16 ** no
17 " favorabl
18 It ti
Respectfully submitted,
HAZEN M. RICHARDSON,
OSCAR H. BELLE,
WILLIAM W. RICHARDSON,
FREDERICK E. BURNHAM,
Finance Committee.
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School Committee
DR. RAYMOND SILVERNAIL, Chairman Term Expires 1942
MRS. ALICE K. CASS, Secretary Term Expires 1944
MR. SEAVER MacDONALD Term Expires 1943
Supt. of Schools, STEPHEN G. BEAN, Wilmington, Mass.
School Physician, DR. ANDREW NICHOLS, Danvers, Mass.
School Nurse, MRS. PATRICIA KINGSLEY, R. N.
Attendance Officer, MR. CHARLES PASQUALE
TEACHING CORPS
MISS C. ALICE MANNING, Principal
MISS MARGARET M. BERRY
MISS MARY WILKISH
MISS FANNIE C. HINKLEY
MISS ANNABELLE SYLVESTER
MISS ELINOR LANE
MISS ALICE FLYNN
MISS MADELYN LAWRENCE
MISS CATHERINE DEVANE
*MR. CHARLES I. GOULD, JR., Building Assistant
MISS MARIE HANLEY
MR. HORACE KILLAM, Supervisor of Music
MISS MARY SHEA, Supervisor of Art
Grade VIII.
Grade VII.
Grade VI.
Grade V.
Grades IV. & V.
Grades III. & IV.
Grades H. & HI.
Grade II.
Grade I.
Resigned.
MR. ERNEST TOWNSEND, JR., Janitor
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School Calendar for 1942
WINTER TERM
January 5 to February 27 Vacation One Week
WINTER-SPRING TERM
March 9 to May 2 Vacation One Week
SPRING TERM
May 11 to June 20 Vacation Ten Weeks
FALL TERM
September 9 to December 19
HOLIDAYS
February 22, April 19, May 30, October 12, November 11,
Thanksgiving
No School Signal
Two Rounds on Fire Whistle at 7.45 o'clock A. M.
Two Rounds on Whistle at the Blacking Company Factory
at 7.45 o'clock A. M.
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SUPERINTENDENT'S REPORT
To the School Committee
Middleton, Massachusetts
Madam and Gentlemen:
I have the honor to submit for the consideration of your com-
mittee and the community that we serve my eighteenth annual report
as Superintendent of Schools.
Such reports as this should be of the nature of an accounting of
stewardship. They should tell what has been accomplished with the
appropriation granted to the department. In many cases I find that
they roam far afield and in some cases even soar into the highly rarifi-
ed atmosphere of attenuated theory. I have read some which would
have been excellent theses for candidates for advanced degrees in a
university. Their value to the average layman is a matter of grave
doubt, and justification of their publication at public expense highly
questionable. I am making this report as brief as possible and as
much to the point. A minimum of statistical matter is offered and
such as is here is for the purpose of comparison and as a matter of re-
cord which will prove of value in the future.
THE SCHOOL PLANT
There has been no change in this element of the system. The
building is a year older with the natural depreciation of any structure
after a year of hard wear. It has had excellent care and such small
repairs as ordinary wear and tear make necessary. Numerous windows
have been broken and walls and ceilings slightly damaged because of
the strange mental aberrations of some individual who chooses to do his
target practice on a school building. It is to be hoped that this person
is at least bright enough to realize the danger of life that such care-
lessness involves.
There are defects in the structure which it would be wise to repair
as soon as they can be located. These are the leaks which are in evi-
dence on the walls of the auditorium during certain types of storms.
If allowed to continue there may be a sizeable bill for plastering some-
time in the future. I am well aware that the Committee has done its
best to locate the cause and has had a wide variety of advice as to the
remedy. Some of this advice, if followed, would involve an item of
expense not covered in the regular budget.
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The grounds around the building are improving each year. An ex-
cellent rock garden project has been carried out on the rear terrace by
the pupils under the direction of the Principal.
There might be some argument as to the effectiveness of the play-
ground arrangements. It seems at times that the swings, in spite of
supervision, are a menace. It is almost impossible to avoid accidents
with so many children dodging around or collecting in a group while
awaiting their "turn".
It has been said that there were some restrictions on certain areas
behind the building, but I believe the whole area is now available. It
should be. It is none too large for three hundred children.
SCHOOL ENROLLMENT
Appended tables will show that there is again a slight increase in
enrollment this year. The age-grade distribution shows a definite
bulge in the third, fourth, fifth and sixth grades. The large numbers
in these grades taken with the limited seating capacity of the rooms
cause several cases of split grade rooms, a condition which may grad-
ually disappear a few years hence.
In this town, as in others similarly located near larger centers, it
is very difficult to forecast what may happen to school population in
any year. Circumstances of employment and housing play a very im-
portant part as does the element of transportation. This matter of
transportation is, under present conditions a matter which may make
some decided changes in school enrollments. It may become necessary
for some families to move to points where there is better public trans-
portation service than we have here. Possibly bus schedules may be
changed to meet the increased needs, but all of this is wholly problem-
atical.
It is equally difficult to know what will happen to high school en-
rollments. Not many of the boys are old enough for service but there
will probably be some exodus of those over sixteen to take jobs. This
tendency has already become evident. There must have been about a
40070 increase in the number of employment certificates issued during
the past year. This is just one more item to check up against the
agressor nations, this interference with the education of our young
people.
THE TEACHING CORPS
For the greater part of the year we held the same teaching per-
sonnel throughout. There was one change in the fall term when Mies
Margaret Berry resigned to be married. This vacancy was filled by
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the employment of Miss Ethel Mack, a local resident. Miss Mack had
already served at times as substitute teacher so that we knew some-
thing of her qualifications.
In July, Mrs. Shirley Gulliver resigned her position as Supervisor
of Art. Her place has been taken by Miss Mary Shea of Salem, who
also serves in the same capacity for Nahant and Tewksbury. Miss
Shea has fitted very nicely into our organization and the art work is
evidently in good hands.
Mrs. Patricia Kingsley again resumed her duties as school nurse
after a leave of absence.
Very late in the school year Mr. Charles I. Gould resigned from his
position as building assistant and coach teacher. Miss Marie Hanley
of Peabody is at present carrying on this work.
As has been noted previously in these reports, one element of
strength in our system is that we have comparatively few changes in
the teaching staff. How long this will continue is problematical.
World conditions and national defence are bringing about so many
changes in the larger communities that a demand for experienced
teachers is bound to effect these smaller towns sooner or later. In
World War I and the years up to 1920 it was a continual struggle to
keep any kind of a staff together in these smaller towns except in those
having a large number of local teachers. Even then it was only by de-
cided salary increases that we could hold them. It is easy to recall
cases where salaries were doubled in a two year period.
This element of teaching costs may well become a problem as the
laws of demand and supply get working. This taken with the increas-
ed cost of living and the increasing income taxes is bound to have its
effect.
Teachers are not a grasping lot neither are they greatly different
from the others of the human race. If Billy Jones of their class of a
few years ago can get sixty dollars a week for work on a turret lathe,
can they be wholly content with half of that for handling forty wrig-
gling children in one group and having to teach them in the bargain?
Of course there is the other side of the picture, with others of their
former pupils risking their lives in defense of this nation at less than
thirty dollars a month.
GENERAL CONDITIONS
The past year has been very much like other past years. The
school has functioned with a reasonable degree of harmony and with
the usual high efficiency. There have been no great changes in our
methods of procedure. We have already established a sound basis and
see no reason for departing from our way which has produced satisfac-
tory results. Our children continue to maintain their standing in com-
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parison with those they meet in high school, which is one objective
measure of our success or failure.
NEW COURSE OF STUDY
One accomplishment of the year which is probably its outstanding
feature is the placing in the hands of every teacher of a complete
course of study. It is in a measure not a new course of study, but
rather a codification in writing of what we have found to be the best
practice for the system at this time.
This work has been done by the teachers of the Superintendency
Union of which Middleton is a part. For several years past they have
been collecting the data on which the course is based. They have de-
termined just how much can be reasonably expected from the normal
child in each subject and in each grade. This has to be fitted to the
time schedule of each class in all schools, and it has to be so scheduled
that in general all classes will make approximately the same progress
as others of the same grade throughout the district. At the same time
the endeavor has been made to fit the counse to the needs of the child-
ren in the community in which they live, but not forgetting that they
may not always live in the community where they are educated.
It is my firm belief that this accomplishment will prove of very
great benefit to pupils and teachers alike. It will no longer be possi-
ble for a child to offer the excuse that he had never been taught this
or that thing in the grades he has passed through. A teacher will
know from her study course just what he has been exposed to and in
what grade. If a whole grade has plainly failed to have had some el-
ement in the curriculum, some explaning will have to be done by the
teacher.
One of the best features of this course of study is that it has been
a cooperative product of the classroom teachers rather than the theo-
retical outpourings of the pet theories of a superintendent. It should
prove both practical and workable. The superintendent has advised
and fostered its production and has had a hand in editing, but he has
been careful not to impress his will on those who have produced it.
There will be some need of gradual changes in texts to meet all of
the provisions of the curriculum, but at no time will textual require-
ments in any way interfere with full functioning of the outline. It
was intended that the course should function regardless of what texts
are used, and we believe that such a result has been accomplished.
The format of the present draft is deliberate. It was not printed
because a printed course is likely to become static and remain so for a
longer period than if produced in a less expensive form. It is intend-
ed that notes of suggested changes either of modification or addition
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shall be made by the different teachers as use may indicate to them the
need for such. In a year or two a revision can be made with a view to
improvement, and the changes on loose leaf pages can be easily made.
CONCLUSION
I am sorry that statistical matter showing various interesting
financial facts for the last complete school year are not yet available.
The document from which these facts are usually drawn has not yet
been received from the state offices. It is a fact however that the
present committee has made an excellent showing in their handling of
the school finances.
Attention ii directed to the various reports of my associates. Each
is worthy of consideration if one is to get a full picture of the year's
progress.
To all of my associates from the janitor to the chairman of the
school committee I extend most hearty and sincere thanks for their
upport and cooperation.
Respectfully submitted,
STEPHEN G. BEAN,
Superintendent of Schools.
Wilmington, Mass.
February 2, 1942.
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Table No. 2
Teacher—Grade Distribution
October 1, 1941
I II III IV V VI VII VIII Tot.
Miss Devane - - 33 33
Miss Lawrence 36 36
Miss Flynn - - 33 33
Miss Lane - - - - 12 20 32
Miss Sylvester - - 27 8 35
Miss Hinkley - - 33 33
Miss Wilkish - - 35 35
Miss Mack - - - 10 25 35
Miss Manning - - 29 29
Total 33 36 45 47 41 45 25 29 301
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REPORT OF THE SCHOOL COMMITTEE
Although the conditions around us in this international turmoil are
not conducive to exercising economic purchasing of materials, still the
School Department is most gratified to report an unexpended balance
of $1,660.07 for the year 1941.
Through intelligent buying and forethought most of the supplies
used in school maintenance have been purchased for the coming year.
In our school bins there is sufficient fuel to heat the building satisfac-
torily until 1943. In our supply closets are school materials and books
necessary to properly carry on the school program for several months.
Money was available through careful budgeting to increase the
salaries of every regular teacher on our faculty.
The teaching staff has had few changes in its personnel. Miss
Margaret Berry resigned as teacher of the seventh grade in October
to become Mrs. John Ganley. Miss Ethel Mack of Middleton, gradu-
ate of Salem Teacher's College with degrees from Boston University,
was elected to fill the vacancy. Mr. Charles I. Gould, Jr., Building
Assistant and Coach Teacher, resigned his position on December twen-
ty-third. Miss Marie Hanley of Peabody, graduate of State Teacher's
College, took over Mr. Gould's duties.
The school roof which caused much concern because of its faulty
workmanship has been repaired but our present problem is the east
wall of the Assembly Hall which leaks in many places and must have
attention in the near future.
The bus contract this year includes extra trips to River Street for
High School students and an extra trip to Danvers each school day at
four o'clock for students attending afternoon session, besides regular
trips at less expense to the town.
Not only fulfilling the academic needs of the pupils'to the best of
our ability, we have also striven to make them physically fit to cope
with the future.
By transferring two hundred dollars from the school appropriation,
all children in all grades desiring dental care have received necessary
attention from the dental clinic.
Arrangements have been made with Mr. Clayton McLean of the
Sonotone Company to test the hearing of each child in school with no
obligation to the town.
All children are examined by the School Physician each year and
Schick tests administered to all who desire this service.
X-Rays are performed annually at the Essex Sanatorium on any tu-
bercular contact cases existing in our enrollment.
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More specific details of school activity and management are con-
tained in both the reports of Miss Manning and Mr. Bean. We
earnestly hope every citizen in Middleton will persue them most care-
fully.
Regardless of extra activities the committee has asked for an ap-
propriation of $1950.00 less than 1941 thereby helping to lower the tax
rate substantially for 1942.
The loyalty and cooperation shown by both the townspeople and
teach ershas been a source of great satisfaction to the School Board for
in trying times like these a good teaching force and loyal citizens are
our best lines of defence.
Respectfully submitted,
DR. RAYMOND W. SILVERNAIL, Chairman
SEAVER MACDONALD,
ALICE K. CASS, Secretary.
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PRINCIPALIS REPORT
To the School Committee of Middleton:
Madam and Gentlemen:
I hereby submit my report for the year 1940-1941 school year.
In September 1940 we opened with a large registration which made
grade distribution a difficult problem to adjust. This continued during
the year only to become more complicated by the fall of 1941. At
present, only grades I., II. and VIII. are single classes although there
is a grade VI. alone as also V. and III. This arrangement necessitat-
ing two-grade rooms has disadvantages and decided advantages. The
opening of another room would not remedy the situation as the grade
distribution is so uneven. The coach classes have continued along the
same lines with adjustments to fit the class needs. It has been our
plan to leave the choice of subject and pupils for the month to the
class-room teacher, while at the end of the period, Mr. Gould has made
a report in the coach book. These have been most interesting and
helpful. As I have read them, one fact has impressed me, the close
connection between the names found there and on the daily attendance
sheet. This is so noticeable plus the report from the coach teacher
that the pupil was absent so much that he had practically nothing to
report shows what the result of absence is. Irregular attendance is a
definite cause, if not the chief cause of poor foundation for passable
work.
Another factor has been the changing school population which has
shown up definitely in coach class lists. Pupils obliged to change often
from one school system to another must lose out on some subjects
somewhere, and no ordinary coaching can remedy this entirely.
In our coach classes we have considered carefully both subject and
special type of work needed in addition to conduct and effort in class-
room, that these groups may give the utmost individual drill possible.
If only a few make the grade as a result of coach work, much time
and money are saved.
At this time I wish to thank most sincerely the boys and girls who
have helped so faithfully at lunch time. We serve soup and milk on
three days a week and cocoa on two. I am proud of the assistance
these pupils have given.
Our system is simple but each group has its work; the book-keep-
ers take the orders, telephone for the milk and put up the weekly milk
bill, while others go for soup, put on and fill the tea-kettles, serve in
various rooms, and do the dishes. The new sink has been greatly ap-
preciated.
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In the spring all classes participated in the preparation of "A For-
est Jubilee" musical number under direction of Mr. Horace Killam.
The proceeds was used to purchase the radio-phonograph.
Our most complicated problem remains with us, bus pupils who be-
gin to arrive at ten minutes past eight and remain til three forty-
five. Over one hundred pupils are at the building by eight-thirty and
about the same do not leave until three-thirty. The average at noon
is over two hundred.
All class-rooms are open with regular teachers there until lunch is
eaten then on stormy or very cold days specified rooms are used hy
girls, and the play-room by boys with two teachers in charge. Other-
wise they play in the yard during noon recess with supervision by two
teachers. Town children return much easlier than is necessary and on
stormy days find the play-room very crowded.
As we see it, only one solution is possible, a shorter noon recess
during the winter months. This could be arranged without shortening
the school day at all.
This is our fifth year in this building and we feel proud of the con-
dition it is in. During the summer all stairways were painted as well
as general summer cleaning.
At present the clinic walls need treatment as a result of the con-
tinued leaking of the roof up to two years ago when it was remedied
after several eflforts, and the rear wall of the assembly hall leaks badly
when the storms are from the east. Only treatment on the outside
brick wall will permanently fix this, so I am told. Part of the wall was
worked upon during our first year here, but this was on the upper
floor.
In conclusion I wish to express my appreciation of the cooperation
and assistance of the faculty and janitor, Superintendent and School
Committee.
Respectfully submitted,
C. ALICE MANNING,
Principal.
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REPORT OF THE SUPERVISOR OF MUSIC
To the Superintendent of Schools and School Committee:
Our chief aims in the music program at the Howe-Manning Gram-
mar School are to have all the pupils learn many beautiful songs and to
read music by note. In grade one every effort is made to help each
child find his or her singing voice. Exceptionally fine work in singing
and in note reading is being done by Miss Lawrence's pupils in Grade
two.
A new set of books has been provided for Miss Sylvester's fourth
grade room, introducing two part singing in this room for the first time.
The books formerly used in this room are now assigned to Miss Lane's
room. This means that now practically all pupils in the school are
singing songs that are new to them.
The seventh and eighth grade chorus have a new set of books,
Music Highways and Byways, which gives them a wealth of new and
interesting songs to sing.
All grades were represented in an operetta, the Forest Jubilee,
given in May. With the proceeds from this event an electric radio-
victrola was purchased that is available for each of the rooms, and a
small xylophone for the orchestra.
It is gratifying to report continued interest in the orchestra and
considerable improvement in individual and ensemble playing. We are
happy to have several of our graduates return almost every week to
rehearse with us. We average about fifteen members.
The orchestra joined with the orchestras of the Perley High School,
Georgetown, Groveland High School and Topsfield High School, in two
combined rehearsals, one at Groveland and the other at Middleton
when about fifty young musicians enjoyed playing together. Other
similar rehearsals are planned.
Several pupils of the lower grades are learning to play the tonett«.
The supervisor wishes to thank Principal C. Alice Manning and her
staff of teachers for their ever ready cooperation in carrying out the
music program and all others who have helped with costumes, trans-
portation of orchestra members and have provided refreshments for
orchestra rehearsal.
Respectfully submitted,
HORACE N. KILLAM
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HOWE-MANNING SCHOOL HEALTH
REPORT
Children are weighed and measured in January, May and Sep-
tember. Cards are sent to the parents after each weighing showing
the child's height, weight, and the correct normal weight. Lists are
also kept to show whether the children are over or under weight.
Heads and hair are examined when school opens and after each va-
cation for pediculosis.
Dr. Andrew Nichols, the School Physician, gavep hysical examin-
ations to all the children in the school startingon Monday, September
22, 1941, and continuing each Monday following until they were com-
pleted.
Total number of children examined . _ _ . 300
Number of notices to parents for defective tonsils or glands 30
There were a number at that time found to have defective teeth,
but these notices were all sent out following the dental examinations
on September 18, 1941.
SHICK TEST REPORT
Number of children who received the test 10-31-41 78
" " *' " were negative at reading 11-4-41 36
" received Toxoid 11-4-41 37
11-12-41 36
11-24-41 37
DENTAL CLINIC REPORT
From September 18, 1941 to February 3, 1942
Number of children examined . . _ _ 300
" " cleanings _____ 157
fillings 439
** extractions _ , - . . 240
Total number of treatments _ _ - - . 836
"
'* " hours—202 hours, 35 minutes
cost of clinic -___.. $607.75
Respectfully submitted,
PATRICIA KINGSLEY, R. N.
School Nurse.
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REPORT OF THE SUPERVISOR OF ART
This year, the Art classes started out with a review of the princi-
ples of Design and Color. Seasonal problems in Representation and
Construction were presented. Once this solid foundation has been es-
tablished, we go on to more complicated projects. Freehand drawing
and story-telling pictures have been emphasized. Each class is to be
responsible for at least one large drawing on project paper, which re-
lated to some phase of their school activity. These projects are to be
entirely the work of the children and will be practical evidence of the
work covered since September. In the upper grades we will make
Animal Rescue League and Poppy posters.
I am more than pleased with the progress the children are mak-
ing in their work, and appreciate the cooperation I have received from
Mr. Bean, Miss Manning, and the entire teaching staff of the Howe-
Manning School..
In these days when there is so much ugliness, I quote one of the
foremost Art educators in America today " ... teaching art in the
school has a double reason for its encouragement in the life of every
child. Every child with a growing Art knowledge, from his first kin-
dergarten or primary school year through his finishing years of school-
ing will have his eyes and mind and hands attuned and receptive to the
thousand and one beauties which nature displays everywhere, often
hidden for those only who have had their eyes opened. To such, life
becomes more full, more satisfying, bringing a contentment open to
poor and rich alike, a pleasure that riches cannot buy, an insight that
poverty cannot shut out."
Respectfully submitted,
MARY SHEA,
Art Supervisor.
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